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PREFACE
The material in this thesis is the result of my original 
research, and has not, to the best of my knowledge, been 
previously published or written by any other person, except where 
due reference is made in the text. Parts of chapter I, and most 
of the results of sections II, 1 and V, 3 were given in Quine 
(1970 a). The rest of chapter V is an extended version of Quine 
(1970 b). A version of chapters III and IV has been submitted for 
publication (Quine, 1971)»
Parts of this thesis provide generalizations of my earlier 
work, which as a consequence is not included here. Specifically, 
theorem IV, 2 generalizes theorem 3 of Fahady, Quine and Vere-Jones 
(1971)5 which in turn subsumes theorem A of Quine and Seneta 
(1969). Theorem B of this latter paper is generalized by the 
present theorem IV, 2.
(M.P. Quine)
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iS U M M A R Y
This dissertation is concerned with aspects of the behaviour 
of multitype Galton-Watson processes. In particular, it contains 
(in chapter II, and section IV, l) a complete basic asymptotic 
theory for processes of this kind, with immigration, which are 
positively regular. "Heavy traffic" theorems (as they are 
sometimes called) are given for positively regular processes both 
with (IV, 2) and without (ill, 2) immigration. The moment 
structure is also considered.
Specifically, after an introductory chapter, chapter II 
analyzes certain positively regular processes with immigration. 
Section 1 deals with the subcritical case. A necessary and 
sufficient condition on the immigration component is given for 
such a process to have a limiting stationary distribution.
Section 2 deals with the supercritical case. It is shown that the 
process behaves largely as it would if there were no immigration 
effect (this latter behaviour is described in Kesten and Stigurn 
(1966 a)). In both sections, it is shown how earlier single-type 
results are improved on by the present work. Some pathologies are 
discussed in the second section.
Chapter III introduces the notion of a class of "paracritical" 
processes (without immigration), i.e. a class of positively 
regular processes with p near unity, which satisfy certain 
moment conditions. The main results are stated in section 2. 
Theorem 1 gives results concerning the iterates of the generating 
functions, showing in particular (ill, 2.3) that they can be
ii
uniformly approximated by rational linear functions. Theorem 2 
gives expressions for the probability that a process is not 
extinct by the n-th generation, and its expected value at this 
time conditional on non-extinction. The principal result 
(theorem 3) indicates that the limit theorem for a critical 
process, given by Joffe and Spitzer (1967, theorem 6), continues 
to hold in an approximate sense for these paracritical processes.
The error estimate is shown to be uniform for all processes within 
the class which have parameter p lying within a given distance 
of unity. The proof of these results is long, and is broken down 
into a series of lemmas. Of these, the observation (lemma 2) that 
the class K is compact in a certain metric is crucial to the 
analysis in this multitype situation. Lemma 73 which concerns the 
limit of a product of matrices, is of some independent interest.
The first section of chapter IV completes the triad of 
theorems for positively regular processes with immigration by 
showing that, if certain natural moment conditions are satisfied, 
a critical process with immigration, normed by n  ^ , tends in law 
to a multivariate gamma distribution which is concentrated on a 
line, whose direction does not depend on the nature of the 
immigration component. The second section contains the 
"paracritical" version of this result.
Chapter V examines a different facet of multitype Galton-Watson 
processes, namely, their moment structure. After an introductory 
section, it is shown, in sections 2 and 3, that by using Kronecker 
(direct) products, linear recurrence relations of a simple form 
can be derived for the first and second (and more in some cases)
iii
moments of successive generations. With the additional assumption 
of positive regularity, these are iterated to give limiting 
expressions, and rates of convergence, for the first and second 
moments of doth sorts of process , in the three cases p = 1 .
iv
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1C H A P T E R  I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1. H i s t o r i c a l  b a c k g r o u n d
This thesis is concerned with certain Markov processes which
* tgeneralize a process originally analysed by J. Bienayme (1845) , 
although commonly referred to as the "Galton-Watson process". The 
basic results for the original (single-type) process are contained 
in Harris (1963, ch. l); however, Kendall (1966) has a fuller 
account of the history of the early development of the process 
from 1874 {i.e. the time of Watson's analysis). No attempt will 
be made here to cover the considerable literature' which now exists 
for this single-type process; it is hoped, however, that all 
relevant works are cited where appropriate.
Less work has been done on the multitype process. According 
to Harris (1963, ch. 2), the earliest results, concerning the 
functional iterates of the probability generating function, first 
and second moments, and extinction probabilities, appeared between 
1946 and 1948. Generalizations of Yaglom's important triad of 
theorems (Yaglom, 194?) (which concern the asymptotic behaviour of 
the subcritical, critical and supercritical single-type processes) 
to the multitype case, appeared as follows. In 1957 5 Jirina gave 
a partial result for the subcritical multitype Galton-Watson
A historical study including Bienayme's knowledge of the 
fundamental theorem of branching process theory is in preparation 
by C.C. Heyde, H.O. Lancaster and E. Seneta.
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process. The critical theorem was given by Cistyakov (1959) 
for the continuous time multitype process, by Mullikin (1 9 6 3) for 
a discrete time process on a very general state space; and for 
the multitype Galton-Watson process, under natural conditions, by 
Joffe and Spitzer (1 9 6 7). This latter paper, to which we will 
refer as JS, also generalized Jirina’s subcritical result, as well 
as giving other results for processes with p 5 1 . At about the 
same time, Kesten and Stigum (1966a, 1966b, 1 9 6 7) gave analogues 
of the supercritical result for the cases when the expectation 
matrix M is primitive, irreducible, and reducible (we use the 
term "supercritical" here to indicate that the spectral radius of 
M is greater than one). The results mentioned earlier generally 
assumed primitivity of M .
Treatment of processes in near critical condition 
appears to have been monopolised by soviet mathematicians until 
fairly recently. The first papers on this subject were published 
by Sevastyanov (1957a, 1959) and were concerned with single-type 
branching processes in continuous time. Cistyakov (1 9 6 1) extended 
the result to multitype continuous time processes, and then in 
i960 9 Nagaev and Muhammedhanova published a discrete-time version 
of Sevastyanov’s result. The latter paper, and subsequent work, 
are discussed in Fahady et al. (1971); aspects of Cistyakov's 
paper are discussed in chapter III of this thesis.
Generalization of the single-type Galton-Watson process to 
allow a stochastic immigration component at each generation was 
first effected (in special cases) by Smoluchowski [circa 1915)» 
and later by Haldane (19^9)* An account of the former work is
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given in Chandrasekhar (19^ +3, ch. Ill); details of Haldane's 
model and conclusions, and of subsequent papers on this topic, may­
be found in Seneta (1969). Further discussion is deferred to 
chapters II and IV.
2. Notation
Matrices and vectors will be depicted in boldface type; 
their elements in italics. For example, M = ll^ aßll • We list the
symbols which occur most frequently:
X : the set of all k x 1 vectors 1 = .......V
w h o s e  elements are non-ne g a t i v e i n t e g e r s ;
x (p) : {1 6 X : i c < r for a = 1, . .X, • , k) ;
c x (p) : X \ ; -
0 : the k X 1 v e c t o r  {<9,0, . . . , 0}’ ;
1 : the k x 1 v e c t o r  { l , 1, ..., l } ’ ;
ea : the
1—1 X 
rV v e c t o r  w h o s e  a-th element is unity, all
others zero;
R : ^-dimensional Euclidean space;
C : the fc-dimensional unit cube
C = j s  = ( s 1 , . . . ,  S]<}' 6 Rk
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Xq : X \  {0} ;
CQ : C \ (0} ;
C± : C \ {1} ;
k i.TT
a=l
s , S £ C , i € X ;a
a=l
i  , i 6 X ; a
the expectation operator.
For two vectors or matrices A, B , we write A > B (resp. A > B) 
if each element of A is not less than {resp. greater than) the 
corresponding element of B .
3. Definitions and preliminaries
„ We shall be concerned throughout with two sorts of processes. 
The first, which we shall refer to as the "ordinary" process, and 
denote (Y^ ) , n = 0, 1, 2 ...... where Y^  = .... ,
is a temporally homogeneous Markov process on X . We interpret 
Y^  a as the number of "particles" of the a-th type at the rc-th
generation. The transition law of the process is as follows. If
Y_ = e , for some a = 1, . . . , k , then Y_, = i f X with 0 a 1
probability /^( i ) . We define probability generating functions
(p.g.f.’s ):
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l  / a(Dsi ex 01
s € C, a = 1, ..., k ; (3.1)
the reason for the first subscript on F will soon become 
apparent. If = i € X , then n^+ _^ is the sum I1' I
independent random vectors, of which i have p.g.f. F (s) ,06 _L 5 06
a = 1, ..., k . If we define the vector
F(s ) 5 F1(S) = {F (s), .... F (s)}' , S € C , (3.2)
which we also refer to as a p.g.f, then it is easy to show (Harris, 
1963, p. 36) that the p.g.f. of , conditional on Y^ = , is
the n-th functional iterate of F (s) . Thus, if
then in vector notation, for each S f C ,
Fn(s) = {V l (S) ’ - *  Fn,k{S)i'
S , n = 0
(3.3)
F (F(s)} , n = 1, 2, . . .  .n-1
We also have
Fn+m (s) F {F (s) }  , s € C , n w (3.4)
which will be of occasional use.
The k x k expectation matrix M , whose general element is
given by
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aß = E&l , ß eJ  = 8Pl , a (1)/3V  (3' 5)
i s  a u s e f u l  means o f  c l a s s i f y i n g  t h e s e  p r o c e s s e s .  I n  c h a p t e r s  I I ,  
I I I  and IV we s h a l l  r e s t r i c t  o u r s e l v e s  t o  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  
c a s e  where  M i s  p r i m i t i v e  ( i r r e d u c i b l e  and a p e r i o d i c ) ,  i . e .  where
°° > 0 ' ^ ) a (3 > 0 , 1 5 a ,  3 5  A , f o r  some i n t e g e r  N . A
p r o c e s s  w i t h  t h i s  p r o p e r t y  i s  s a i d  t o  be  p o s i t i v e l y  regular .  In  
t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  P e r r o n - F r o b e n i u s  t h e o r y  (Gantm acher ,  1959)  a s s u r e s  
us o f  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  an e i g e n v a l u e ,  p , s a y ,  which  i s  p o s i t i v e ,  
and g r e a t e r  t h a n  t h e  modulus o f  any o t h e r  e i g e n v a l u e .  We d e f i n e  
a s s o c i a t e d  l e f t  and r i g h t  e i g e n v e c t o r s  V and U which s a t i s f y
v'M = p v ‘ , Mu = pu , u ' v = u '1 = 1 . ( 3 . 6 )
I t  i s  known t h a t  t h e  v a l u e  o f  p d e t e r m i n e s  t h e  b e h a v i o u r  o f
(Y ) i n  t h e  same way t h a t  t h e  mean,  m , d e t e r m i n e s  t h e  b e h a v i o u r
o f  t h e  s i n g l e - t y p e  p r o c e s s .
The second  p r o c e s s  we s h a l l  c o n s i d e r  w i l l  be d e n o te d  as  
( Z j  , n = 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . .  , where  l n = { Z ^ ,  . . . .  Z ^ V  i s
a l s o  a t e m p o r a l l y  homogeneous Markov p r o c e s s  on X . The 
t r a n s i t i o n  law o f  t h e  p r o c e s s  i s  as  f o l l o w s .  I f  = i f X , t h e n
Z^+1 i s  t h e  sum o f  | i |  + 1 i n d e p e n d e n t  random v e c t o r s ,  o f  which
i^  have  p . g . f .  ^ ( s )  , a  = 1 ,  . . . ,  k , and one has  p . g . f .
B{S ) , where
= I M i ) S 1 , S 6 c  . ( 3 . 7 )
i fX
B{ S) 5 E
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This process, which we shall refer to as the "process with 
immigration", is usually regarded as consisting of an underlying 
"offspring process" (Y ) , with p.g.f. F(s) , augmented at each
generation by an independent random immigration component with 
p.g.f. B(S) .
At this point it will be convenient to derive a recurrence 
relation, analogous to (3.3), for the p.g.f. of . Given vectors
i, j 6 X , we define transition probabilities
Pij S j I Zn-1 = f)
r (<2) (<fc)
I f ,  * fr> * fj .  k (J-h )Mh) ,
heX 1 d K
h-j
(*2)where f  is the n-fold convolution of f with itself J a J a
(e .g . f(2)(i ) i f  * f  (i) E P[7 = i I 7 = 2e 1y J a J öl j ol L 1 1 0 aJ
l fJ'-WfJW)
h€X a a 
h<i
It follows that the p.g.f. of the n-th generation of , given
that Z = i 6 X , satisfies for each S f C
1.3 8
PJi. s) = I sJP|Z = j I Z = i 1 
n jeX u
• i, Jx ‘VlVx -» ■<
l ,  {F(s)}hB(s)p[Z = h I zn = i.lhex
B (s) {F (s) } n = 1
B(s)P {i, F(s)} 2,3, ... .n-l (3.8)
This recurrence relation was derived, in the single-type case (i.e. 
k = 1) , subject to the condition i = 1 , by Heathcote (1965). 
Iteration of (3-8) yields
p (i, s) = {F (s)}1 T T  B{F (s)} . (3.9)n n r=o r
At present, it will suffice to define only the mean immigration 
vector, viz.
X = E \ l ± I ZQ = 01 , (3.10)
where
Aa
35(1 ) 
3s
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THE NON-CRITICAL PROCESS WITH IMMIGRATION
Introduction
This chapter provides generalizations to the multitype 
case of results given by Heathcote (1966), and Seneta (1970a), 
concerning respectively the sub- and super-critical single-type 
Galton-Watson process with immigration. Both of the present 
theorems, when considered as results about the single-type process, 
slightly improve the original versions.
Throughout this chapter, we assume 
A: £ A/ g < 00 ; M is primitive.
a,3 a
1. The case p < 1
In this subcritical situation, .it is known that the process 
without immigration, (Y^ ) , reaches the absorbing state {0}
almost surely (Harris, 1963, p. Al). However, because of the 
persistent immigration, the process (Z ) behaves differently, as
the following theorem indicates.
THEOREM 1. If M satisfies conditions Aj and if in addition 
p < 1 and 5(0) < 1 , then a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the process (Z ) to satisfy for each j f X
II.1 10
llm  p [z„ = j  I z0 = i]  = * ( j )  .
n-*°°
independently of i e X where J tt(j ) = 1 , is
jeX
I M  j ) log I j I < 00 .
j*xo
The proof of the theorem follows two preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. For any S f C ^
1 - Mn.l s F (s) s 1 - Hn (l-s) , (l.l)n
and the matrix H is irreduaible and aperiodic.
Proof. We use an expansion of F(s) which occurs in JS 
(p. 415 ), viz.
1 _ F(s ) = {M-E(s )}(1—s ) , s e c .  (1.2)
This expansion, together with various extensions, will be used 
again in chapter III. The matrix E(s) has in particular the 
following properties:
0 < E(s) < M , (1.3)
t < s =» E(t) 1 E(s) , (1.4)
V 0) a3
Using the functional relation
A,(1)i
F (s) = F {F (s)}n n-1
(1.5)
(see I, 3.4),
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we obtain from (1.2) for n ± 1
1 (1.6)
If we define H = M - E(0) then (1.3), (l.L) and (1.6) combine to 
give (l.l). Furthermore, we note from (1.5) that
so that for each pair of indices (a, 3) , A/^ > 0 =» > 0 .
We note further that H 5 M so that by a corollary of the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem (Debreu & Herstein, 1953, p. 598) the 
spectral radius 0 of H satisfies 0 < 6 < p < 1 .
LEMMA 2. For a non-negative primitive k x k matrix D
kwith spectral radius 6 < 1 > and for a given s f [0, l) and 
any i f XQ ,
Furthermore, there exists an integer n s u c h  that for any
(i) I jl-[l-Dn (l-s )]11 ^ a1(s) + (-log 6) 1log|i| .
n=1
i e Xb J
(ii) I jl- [l-Dn . Ij1 - a 2 + (-log 6) 1logIiI j
'0
and a As), a are independent of i .
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Proof. We use the well known result (Gantmacher, 1959) that 
there is associated with 6 a right eigenvector y > 0 which is 
unique up to a constant multiplier.
Then
(i) For a given S f [0, l) , set max y = min(l-s^)
V V
0 < y < 1 - s , V = 1, . . . , kV
5 1 .
Hence e^Dn (l-s) f: e^Dny = - <5na_^  , where 0 < m m  u < 1 
v
It follows that for i (- X ,
[I-D^o-S)]1 S jl-a 6
so that
l {i-D-owd-s)]1} = l
n=1  ^ ' n=1  ^ 1
o /a o
Sj , say.
We now use the same integral test that Heathcote (1966, p. 215) 
used in the single-type case, viz.
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si 2 1- 1-a 6 dx
(-log 5)-1
cl
l-a.^ 6
fl-z 11 11
1-2 dz
(-log 6) ^ £ jr i-(l-a 6) r
r=l 1 1
-1 r -1
Thus
S, i (-log (5) 1| i r 1 
(-r=l
(1-^6) 
a 6 l-Cl-a/]'11)}
^ (-log 6) 1 log IiI + a (s)
where a (s) depends on S (because a does) but does not
K.depend on i . Note that for a given S f [0, l) ,
-°° < a (s) < f .
(zz) Set min zy = 1 . Then 
V
D . 1 5 Dn .y = &ny
Hence
eMP.l < S n a 2 , v = 1
where a £ 1 . Since 6 < 1 , there exists an integer n
n-1Yl 0that oc^ö < 1 for n ± . Put = 0,^ 6
such
For any i (r X ,
II.1 Ik
(l-Dn . 1}1 - l - a / n ± nQ ,
and hence, using the same test as in the first part,
n=n.
1 i - O - dM ) 1 < I i -
n=n.
1-a^ö
l h -
n=1
l-a„6
< 1 - (l-a 6) I i I
< 1 - (l-a 6) 11 ' +
'i1 -
1 'r=1 L
<5 )-1 TII l-1 -1
< a + (-log 6) 1 log I iI
Proof of the theorem. Since F (s) 1 uniformly on C asn
n -+ 00 (JS, p. hl2), we may choose an integer r^ such that 
F (s) > 0 for every S (r C . From (i , 3.8) it follows that for
ro
each S (r C and each n > ,
Pj i , s)n F (s)n
' V 1 ,
T T  b f (s )
r=0 1
n-1 r ' ^
T T  B F (s)
Fr=ro 1
which leads us to examine the asymptotic behaviour of the product
n-1 r
b\ F (s)f(> 0) as n -+ 00 with a view to determining the
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asymptotic properties of P ( i , s)  . This product converges to a
b
positive limit for any S f [0, l) if and only if
I |l-B[F (s )] < ■» (1.7)
r=l { J
(for notational purposes it is convenient to sum from r = 1 ) . 
This sum can he expressed as
I  {*->?,<»]} ■ 1 ,1
-  I MD I {l-[F ( s ) ] 1} (1.8)
UK r=l 1 J
by Fubini's theorem. Identifying H with D and using (l.U),
k(1.8) and part (i) of lemma 2, we obtain for a given S £ [0, l) 
the lower bound
l  { i - s [ F , ( s ) ] l  > lMD l  { i-D-Hr ( l - s ) l  
=1 t P J UK r=l ^
1 l Mi)[a., (s )+(-log 6) 1 log Ii I } • (1.9)
To obtain the corresponding upper bound we identify M with D , 
decompose the sum over r in (1.8), and use (1.7) and part (ii)
of lemma 2 to obtain
II.1 l6
I {i-b [F ( s ) ] |  i  n - 1 + I Hi) I { l - C F  ( s ) ] 1'
r=l 1 > ieX r=n ( r
h ft. - 1 + J M i  ) la + (-log p) 1 log IiIV . (1.10)
1 fXQ I
We can combine (1.7), (1.9) and. (1.10) to show that for any
S £ [0, l) , "] |~ B[F (S)] > 0 if and only if
o
I b (i ) log I i I < 00 .
ia'o
(1.11)
It follows that if condition (l.ll) is not satisfied,
lim P (i, s) = 0 for each S £ [0, l)^ , and any i £ X , so that
ft-*» n
the "limiting distribution" is one degenerate at infinity.
On the other hand, suppose (l.ll) holds. Then, defining 
P( S) by
P(s ) = lim P (i , S ) , S £ C ,
ft-*» n
3>
we see from (I, ^.8) that P(s) is independent of i , and 
certainly positive at least for S £ C , S > 0 , and from 
(I, £.7) satisfies
P(S) = B(S)P[F(S)] , S £ C . (1.12)
In this case it remains only to show that the limiting distribution 
is proper, which, by the continuity theorem, will be the case if 
P(S ) 1 as S -* 1 , S £ [0, l)k . We proceed as follows.
II.1 17
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Letting n -*■ 00 in (I, 3.|), we obtain
00
PCs) = TT S[F (S)] , s f C . (1.13)
r=0
Further, (1.12) may be written as
P(S) = p[F (s)] T T  B[Fr (s)]
r=0
S f C . (1.1*0
Now, select a fixed > 0 , t C . Then from (1.13) and 
(l.lU) it follows that
0 < PCs J = lim P[F (s )]p(s )
ft**»
so that lim P[F^(Sq] f = 1 . Now, consider a sequence (s(n)}
n -KX>
such that S (n) f  [ 0 ,  l) and S (n) 1 as n -> 00 . Then in the
manner of JS (p. 422) we may select a subsequence k(n) of the 
positive integers (not necessarily strictly increasing) such that 
Ffc(n) - s(n ) and k(n) ■> 00 . It is obvious from (1.13) that
p(s ) is monotonic, hence
Pl/c(n)fSoh =?[s(n)] SI
so that, as n -* 00 ,
P[ S (n) ] -> 1 .
kThis implies that P(s) + 1 as S ■> 1 within [0, l) , 
otherwise a contradiction would result. This completes the proof 
of the theorem.
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It should he noted that this theorem does not involve any 
assumptions about the irreducibility or aperiodicity of the Markov 
process (Z } (as opposed to the expectation matrix M ). That
these may be avoided in the single-type case was pointed out by 
Seneta (1969, ch. 5)* Furthermore, it is evident that in that 
case, i.e. k = 1 , the assumptions that M is primitive and that 
p < 1 are equivalent to 0 < m < 1 , where m is the offspring 
mean. We permit 5(0) = 0 , in which case some individuals are 
present at every generation; this case has been excluded in 
previous single-type discussions with m < 1 .
2. The case p > 1
We point out first that, under conditions A on M , it
follows from (1.7) and the preceding remarks, and from the fact
that, for S f C-. , F (s) -► q < 1 as n + 00 (Harris, 1963,1 n
p. i+1), that in this supercritical case, as n -*■ 00 ,
5^(1, S ) -> 0 , S f Cl ,
i.e. the distribution is degenerate at infinity (as in the 
subcritical case when the logarithmic moment of the immigration 
component is infinite). However, theorem 2 below gives an idea 
of the rate of explosion. The proof of the theorem utilises an 
idea of Sevastyanov (l957h), by considering the fe-type process 
with immigration, , as a fc+l-type process without
immigration, (Y^ ) , say, with p.g.f.
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G*(s, t) = {G*(s, t), ..., g *+1 (s , t)}' , S f C , t ( [.0, 1] ,
where
G* (s, t) a
F± a (s) , a = 1 , ..., k ,
£S(s) , a = k + 1 .
If Y*' = {e , 0} for some a = 1, ..., , then it is not0 a
difficult to see that Y* , . = 0 , n = 0, 1, 2, , whilen#fe+l
the reduced process (y * ,^ ..., Y* }^ , n = 0 ,  1, 2, ... , is
identical to the ordinary k-type Galton-Watson process (Y
with' p.g.f. F(s) and YQ = . However, if Y*' = {0, l} ,
then Y*  ^= 1 , n = 0, 1, 2, ... , while the reduced process
iY* , ..., Y* 7) , n- 0, 1, 2, ... , is identical to theK n91 n,kJ 5 5 5
k-type Galton-Watson process with immigration, [Z ) , with
Zq = 0 , and with p.g.f.'s F(s) and B{S) .
The expectation matrix of (Y*) is given hy
M*
M Ö 
A' 1
which is reducible. The eigenvalues of M* consist of those of 
M , and an additional value of unity. Let V* and U* be (k+l) x 1 
vectors satisfying
v * ' M *  = pv* , M * u *  = pu* , v * ' u *  = [!', i ] u *  = l
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Then it is easily seen {of . Kesten and Stigum, 1967, eq. 2.12) 
that
M*' = {V1 , 0} , U*' = ju 1 , tl} . (2.1)
If M is primitive, and p > 1 , then M* satisfies the 
conditions of theorem 2.1 of Kesten and Stigum (1967), which can 
he stated in our terminology as follows:
Assume that Y*' = {0, 1} . If in addition to assumptions A
on M we have 0 < |X| < 00 , then there exists a random variable 
9 such that
Y*
Yllim — 1 = 9v* almost'surely. nft-*» p
In addition, either
E(<ft = (> 0) (2.2)
or
9 = 0  almost surely.
Furthermore, (2.2) holds if and only if
E[r* e log y* g I Y*' = (ea, 0}] < » , 1 s a, ß £ . ( 2 . 3 )
Finally, if (2.3) holds, and if there is at least one a ,
k
a = 1, ..., k , such that J Y* Ru
3=1 ,l^
can take at least two
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values with positive probability, given Y*' = {e^, 0} , then the
distribution of (p is continuous, and has a continuous density on 
(0, °°) . With the aid of this result we can prove the following 
theorem:
THEOREM 2. If conditions A on M are satisfied3 if 
0 < IXI < 00 j and if Z Q = i f X , then there exists a scalar
random variable £ such that
rZ  ^nlim —  
rt**>
£v almost surely.
In addition3 either
EtS] = / j  + i ’u , (2.4)
or
£ = 0 almost surely. (2.5)
Furthermore3 {2.k) obtains if and only if
I fa(i log ^  %  1 $ a J  ^  • (2.6)i f X
Finally> if (2.6) holds, and if for some a 1 S a $ k 3
Y f (i) > 0 /or at least two values of 0 (2.7)
ifX,i'u=6 a
then the distribution of E, is continuous} and has a continuous 
density on (0, °°) .
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Proof. We decompose the process with = i  ^ X
into the sum of £ independent processes fY(l)}n
K>Y
*
(Ci)with Yq = , a = 1 , . . . , £ ;  independent processes
Y ^ l  with Y^a) « J 0 62 » ^ ■^-^"*’15 * * ■ 5 "^2 5
and so on up to ; and one process Z (^1) with Z ^  ^ = 0 .
Each of the first |i| processes satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem of Kesten and Stigum (1966a), i.e. for V = 1, | i |  ,
y(a)
n----- ► T) V almost surelyn a
and E(r)^ J = or p = 0 almost surely, depending on whether 
or not (2.6) holds. If (2.7) holds for some a , then the
distribution of r| has a jump at the origin, and a continuous 
density on (0, 00) . From the comments about the augmented
process (Y*j , it follows that the process Z^1 I^ satisfies n
, ( 1 )
<f>V almost surely,
and 9 has the properties previously mentioned. It should be 
observed that (2.3) is equivalent to (2.6).
The relations between {2.k)9 (2.5) and (2.6) can now be
deduced from the above remarks and the fact that
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£
V=1
n + 0 v almost surely.
To prove the assertions about the distribution function of E, ,
we denote the distribution function of n by G {x) ,v v
1 5 V < I i I ; that of (p by H(x) , and that of E, by l(x) . 
Then l(x) can be written as the convolution
l(x) = H * * . . .  * G|. | (jc) .
We know that H{x) has those properties that we wish to exhibit 
in l{x) . If we can show that H * G^[x) inherits the properties
of H(x) , then the result follows by iteration, since
G I ^ I have the same properties as . We do this in
the following lemma.
LEMMA 3. Let H(x), G{x) be distribution functions such
that
H{x) =
rX
h(u )du x > 0
0 x < 0
G(x)
[rX
g {u )du x > 0
HO
Y (> 0) x = 0
0 x < 0
where h{u) and g{u) are non-negative and continuous on 
(0, 00) . Then
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F{x) = H * G(x)
f{u)du x > 0
x 5 0 j
and f(u) is non-negative and continuous on (0, 00)
Proof. By definition,
Fi x ) G{x-u)dH{u) = -
G{x-u)dH{u) x > 0
x 5 0
G[x-u)h{u)du x > 0
x 2 0
by Natanson (1955S theorem 2, p. 231). Now, define
F*(x)
(o
f{u)du x > 0
x < 0 ,
where, for w > 0 , f{u) is the non-negative continuous function 
defined by
fiu ) g{u-y)h{y)dy
Then for x > 0 ,
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F*(x)
rX rX
g(u-y )h{u)dudy
J0 >y
•x fX-y
h{y) I g{z )dzdy 
J0 J0
rX
= h{y )G{x-y )dy 
J0
= F{x) ,
and the equality is obvious for x < 0 . This concludes the proof 
of the lemma.
REMARKS. It should be pointed out that theorem 2 is little 
more than a specialization of theorem 2.1 of Kesten and Stigum 
(1967), and is included here mainly for the sake of completeness. 
An incomplete version of theorem 2 is contained in Mode (1971 )• 
Kesten and Stigum's theorem can also be used to obtain results in 
more general situations - for instance, Seneta (l970d) considers a 
model where one of a number of immigration distributions may be 
selected at eaeh generation. In the same vein, Cistyakov (1970) 
has dealt with a model in continuous time similar to Seneta's, 
but with only one type of particle.
Let us now consider the implications of theorem 2 in the 
single-type case. The basic result in that situation is given in 
Seneta (1970a). The present theorem shows that, under Seneta's 
conditions, the distribution of the limiting random variable has a 
continuous density on (0, 00) . The present approach also raises 
the question: what happens if (2.7) fails to hold? In the
0single-type case, this involves investigating the process with a
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deterministic offspring mechanism [i.e. F { s ) = sn , for some 
m > 1 ). Examination of the methods of Seneta (1970a) leads to 
the following partial conclusions (we assume for simplicity of 
exposition that Z  ^= 0).
(i) If B { s ) = s  ^ , then the limiting distribution function
of Z /m is concentrated at X/(m-l) . n
(ii) If B ( s ) £ s^ , then the Laplace transform of the 
limiting distribution is given by
n s
a=l
-t/rrian
and, from the comments in Seneta (1970a), it follows that the 
limiting distribution function is continuous.
The analysis of a multitype process with immigration which 
fails to satisfy (2.7) for a = 1, ..., k would appear to be more 
difficult. We remark that such a process need not have a 
deterministic offspring mechanism, as the following simple 
two-type example shows: let
1 i (l ) 3 i (2)
F 1 , 1 ( S ) = " S + t S
:(1) , ,(2)
(S ) = ~  S'1,2v ' 2 2n  ) ^  SJ
where
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(1) 0 i(1) - 2" i(2) _ lU5 ) J .9 5 J _ 3
Then 
and
i ^  U = 1 ^  U = pu ± = 10/3 ,
(lV (2 )'j u = j u = pw2 = 20/3 ,
so that (2.7) fails to hold for both a = 1 and a = 2 . At the 
same time, however, the following observation applies regardless 
of the number of types: suppose we have an ordinary multitype
process (Y^) , with YQ = i (- , and with transition probabilities
which satisfy (2.6). It is a simple consequence of the theorem of 
Kesten and Stigum (1966a) (see also the proof of theorem 2) that 
there exists a random variable rf such that
Y
n----*■ qv almost surely:
n
P
and in addition, that (2 .7 ) holds for some a if and only if the 
distribution of q is not concentrated at one point. Further 
deductions concerning the nature of condition (2 -7 ) can be made in 
the light of comments in Kesten and Stigum (1966a), and it seems 
likely that results similar to the single-type ones outlined above 
obtain for the multitype process with immigration in the case of
10 1/32/3
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failure of (2.7) for all a .
Finally, we remark that Seneta (1970b) has shown that if, in 
the single-type case, (2.6) and (2.7) hold, then a necessary and
sufficient condition for Z Im1 (where m is the offspring mean) ton
converge almost surely to a random variable with a continuous
00
distribution function is J b{i) log i < 00 ; if this sum
7=1
diverges, then Z d i v e r g e s  almost surely to infinity. We 
note that, according to theorem 1, this condition is also 
necessary and sufficient for ergodicity in the subcritical 
single-type case, as long as (2.7) holds and 0 < A 5 00 . No 
multitype analogue of Seneta's result has so far been given; it 
would seem that a different approach to the present one would be
required.
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CHAPTER III
PARACRITICAL PROCESSES WITHOUT IMMIGRATION
Introduction
The principal result of this chapter (theorem 3) generalizes 
to the multitype process a result of Nagaev and Muhammedhanova 
(1966). Their result is correct, although the proof contains some 
errors; this prompted the paper by Fahady et al. (1971), where an 
alternative proof is provided. Although the third theorem of this 
chapter is proved along the lines of the last named paper, it was 
found necessary to probe more deeply in certain respects (in 
particular, into the properties of the class K{a, b, c, U) ).
The results of this chapter indicate that the limit theorem 
of Joffe and Spitzer (1967, theorem 6), for a positively regular 
multitype Galton-Watson process with p = 1 , continues to obtain, 
in an approximate sense, for a class of such processes with p 
close to one; and that the same is true of other of their results. 
We remark that, even when considered as a result for single-type 
processes, theorem 3 generalizes theorem B of Quine and Seneta 
(1969). The term "paracritical" has been coined here because it 
is felt that previous descriptions of the phenomenon (e.g. 
"transient behaviour", "heavy traffic") were not entirely 
satisfactory.
Cistyakov (1961) obtained results analogous to some of those 
given here, for multitype branching processes in continuous time. 
There are, however, certain flaws in his article; in particular,
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the proof of the boundedness of the elements of the matrix
(pages 30-31) is incorrect, and the appeal to lemmas 1 and 2 of 
Sevastyanov (1959) does not appear to be justified. It should be 
pointed out, however, that the author is aware of these 
discrepancies, and has submitted a paper containing corrections, 
and results similar to those given in this chapter, to Teoriya 
tVeroiatnostei .
1. Definitions
Recalling the definition of the offspring p.g.f. F(s) (see 
I, 3.1 and I, 3.2), we denote by K the class of all such p.g.f.'s
which are p r oper, i=e. J f (i ) = 1 for a = 1, ...,/< . We
ifX a
shall make use of the following moments of a process with
p.g.f. F ( K  :
M E M(F) E 1^11  : ^ V  F) = w 1>a( l ) / a » B ;
bßy} E bey)(F) = 32f,i,„(1 )/3V sy ;
5 ° S (F| = a3fl,a(1)/3sß3V S<S ’
for 1 < a, ß, ö < k .
Given a positive integer U , and constants a > 0 , b > 0 , 
o < 00 , let K = K(a, b, c, U) c K be the class of all those
t V.P. Cistyakov (personal communication, 1971).
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p.g.f.'s F (• K which satisfy
(i) {My (F)}ag £ a , 1 £ a, ß £ k ;
(ii) I b ^ h F) i b ;
A / ß v  ^  '
(iii) 1
a,3,Y,<5
(ö ) C r \ <;
c3y6  ^ c
(1.1)
The first condition implies that M(F) is primitive, in a 
uniform sense, for all F t K . Condition (ii) implies in 
particular that any process with p.g.f. F f K and spectral 
radius Pp = 1 (pp will be defined below) will be "non-singular"
in the sense of Harris (1963, p. 39)-
Condition (l.l, i) on M(F) implies that for each F t K , 
14(F) has a positive eigenvalue (p = Pp , say) which is greater
than the modulus of any other eigenvalue (this has been pointed 
out already in section 1,3). Let V = v(F) and U = u(F) be 
vectors satisfying
v '(F)M(F) = ppV'(F) ; 
M(F)u(F) = PpU(F) ; 
ii' (F)v(F) = u' (F )1 = 1 .
(1.2)
For each F f K , S 6 C and a = 1, ..., k , we define the
quadratic form
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q [S —  J (F)s s ,2 . L _ vy v y (1.3)v,y
and the weighted sum
«£*] = 1 »„(Fiats] >a
and in particular,
$ -  = £?[u (F ) ] .
We put
TTn V p) = I p =1
r-2
0
n = 1, 2, . . . 
n = 0 ,
and
(1.10
(1.5)
V s > o V s1+TT § V ' Sn s f c  . (1.6)
We shall use the symbol o(n, p; F, s) to denote a quantity 
which behaves in the following way: given £ > 0 , there is a
6 > 0 and a positive integer N such that |o(n, p; F, s)| < e 
for n > N , all those F (r K which satisfy 11—Pp | < 6 , and for
all S in some specified subset of C . The symbol 0 (n, p; F, s) 
will be used to denote a k x 1 vector of such quantities. The 
argument p is not strictly necessary, since it is a function of 
F , but is included to emphasize the crucial role it plays. Each 
of the other arguments will only be included where appropriate.
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kFor X ir. E , and E, > 0 , we denote by T(E,, x) the 
fc-dimensional distribution function
min x
Tit, X) YJj-j n<iri , x > 0
, otherwise
2. Principal results  
THEOREM 1.
1 - F^(s) = o(n, p; F, s) , for s f C 3 (2.1)
i-Fn(s)
{]_p (s)} “ u + P? F, s) > for S f C±J (2.2)
n
1 - F (s) = h (1-s ){u+o(n, p; F,n n s)} 3 for s f c . (2.3)
THEOREM 2. For a fixed vector i f Xq 3
7iy[Vn * 0 I V0 = i] = |j 1 uQ-1+o(n, p; F)] , (2.1.)
E[Yn I '<n *0. Yo = i ]  = ffnev{l+c(n, p; F)} . (2.5)
THEOREM 3. Let Y* denote the vector of normed randomn J
variables Y* = Y /{Qt\ v } 3 a = 1, 9 k . For any fixed
Yl 9 06 Yl 2 06 Yl 06
vector i 6 X ,
sup |p [Y* 5 x I Y = i, Y t 0] - T{ 1 , x ) I = o{n, p; F) . (2.6)
-i Yl U Yl
XtRK
3b
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3. Preliminary lemmas
For F f K , we denote by a = Op the maximum of the moduli
of the k - 1 eigenvalues of M(F) other than Pp . For
F, G (• K we define the metric A(F, G) = max sup 1/ (i )-g (i ) | ,
a i€X a a
where the <7 (i ) are the probability elements of G . We can 
verify that A is a proper metric as follows: obviously,
(i) A(F, G) = A(G, F) £ 0 for all F, G K .
Furthermore, F = G if and only if /^(i ) = ^ (i) for all
i fc X and for a = 1 , ..., k , so that
(ii) A(F, G ) = 0 if and only if F = G .
Finally, if H (■ K has probability elements (i ) ,
(iii) A(F, G) = max sup |f (i )-# (i ) | 
a U X  a a
5 max sup { 1/ (i )-/za(i ) |+|fca(i ) I *
a i eX
5 max sup |f (i)-h (i)| + sup \h (i)-^ (i)I 
a HeX Ü X  -1
< max sup \f (i )-fr (i ) I + max sup \h (i )-# (i ) | 
a ieX a a a i fX a a
= A(F, H) + A(H, G) .
It follows from (i), (ii) and (iii) that A is indeed a metric.
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LEMMA 1 . For 1 < a, 3, Y <  k 3 the quantities 
U> V  F);
(ii) ;
(Hi) pp ; 
(iv) Gp ;
( v ) wa(F) ;  
(vi) ya(F) j
are continuous functions of F f k .
Proof. (i): Condition (l.l, iii) on K implies the
existence of a null sequence S = (S ) , n =0,1, 2, ... ,n
which majorizes all of the measures:
U )  l/„ ( I )  ;
UCX M
( i i )  l S / c<(i)
UCX in)
.3.1)
(ili) £ V / o (i) ’
UCX M
for 1 $ a, 3, Y - A . For instance, if (iii) is false, then 
there is some > 0 such that for any integer R , no matter
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(i? )how large, we can find some p.g.f. f K (with probability
( R )elements f (i)) so that for some triplet {a, 3? y) ,
2, V/aS)(i) > £
ifCX,(R)
(R) in)Since CXV c CXV for n = 1, 2, i?-l , it follows that
UCX
\n) V / f )(1) > e0 • » = 2> •••> Ä •
This in turn implies that
l l > £0 9 n 1# 2’ •••’ ^ ’y=l ie/(n,y) r
where we use ^(n, y) to denote the set of vectors i (■ X which 
satisfy ^ n . On the other hand,
k
1y=l ifX
l  . 1  V s V > >  ■ X  X  v/< (i)
fe R
- I 1 . I V / a (i)y=l r=l if/(r,y) ^
- 0
Since R is arbitrarily large, this implies that the third
moments of K are unbounded, which contradicts condition
I
(1.#, iii)•
Consider any sequence (F^^j cz K converging to F t K ,
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i.e. &(F(n), F) - 0 For each {a, 3) ,
I V F>-MaS(F(n)) l
Xn)
l , +U X (r)
ifCX ( r )
The second term on the right is majorised by (by 3.1, ii)
Choose p. so large that S 5 y  e . Then0 & r Q 4
i V F)- V F(n))is fr} W 1)-'«B)(1)i + I £
i tX 0 
< e
if A(F, < —  e/r^"1"^  , which holds for all n sufficiently
large. Thus ^ 3^ ^ )  “►Af^^CF) , which is equivalent to the
assertion of lemma 1 (i) , since ( F ^ j  is arbitrary. The proof 
of lemma 1 (ii) is similar, using (3.1 , iii) instead of (3.1, ii). 
We deduce parts (iii) and (iv) of lemma 1 from part (i/,.since the 
eigenvalues of a finite dimensional matrix are continuous functions 
of its elements. Another consequence of (l.l, i) and the 
Perron-Frobenius theory is that for each F f K , in view of the 
norming in (1.2), v(F) and u(F) are unique, and in addition,
v(F ) > 0 , u (F) > 0 . (3.2)
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The solution to the equation
1 l
.... u(F) = • • • •M(F) _Ppu(F)_
will give each w^(F) as the ratio of two functions of F (via
M and p) . It then follows from lemma 1 parts (i) and (Hi) ^
and the fact (from (l.2) and (3.2)) that u (F) < 1 for eacha
a = 1, .... k , that u (F) is continuous.a
The last part of lemma 1 can he proved similarly, because 
V(F) is the unique solution of
v'(F)[M(F) : u (F )] = [p f v '(F) : l]
LEMMA 2. K is compact.
Proof. For any sequence (F^n J^ cz K we can use Helly's
, . («•)
diagonal method to select a subsequence (n ■ J for which f d ( i  ) 
tends to a limit, f^ ( i  ) , say, as n. -*• 00 , for each i f X , and 
a = 1, ..., k . It is obvious that
f*( i) 1 J a ieX
/*(i) < J a
.For each (a, 8) , and for j, r = 1, 2, ... ,
1 (i) £ 1 - Sr
(3.3)
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by (3.1, i), so that, letting n .
0
oo 5
H X (r)
f*(i ) i l - 5  J a r 5 (3.U)
and, since X^2^  cz X
l
U X
/*( i) ^ 1 - S
Letting r -* 00 ,
I /*(1)  2 1 ,
i eX
which, with (3.3), gives
J /J(i) s 1 , 1 < a < fe , (3-5)
1 fX a
Defining F* = F*(s) in terms of the /**(i ) in the usual
way, we have F* K from (3.3) and (3.5). We use parts fij and 
(iij of lemma 1, together with (l.l), to show
{M^(F*)}q^  > a , 1 < a, $ < k ,
and
Ia,3,Y
(F*) > b .
Since for each {a, 3, V, y} ,
I I I . 3 LO
= I 3)} y ) - 6 ( v , B ) }  ,Xn)'3vy i eX
where  6 ( • ,  • )  i s  t h e  
and ( l . l ,  i i i ) t o  show
F * * K .
Kronecker  d e l t a ,  we can u s e  F a t o u ’ s lemma
£ — o . I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
a ,3 ,v ,y  P M
F i n a l l y ,  f o r  any a  = 1 ,  . . . ,  k , and any £ > 0 ,
sup
i eX
1 sup
i t x (r)
+ sup 
i fCX( r )
( i ) + / * ( i )
The second  t e r m  on t h e  r i g h t  i s  m a j o r i z e d  hy 2 (by 3 . 1 ,  i ) .
Choos ing  r Q so l a r g e  t h a t we have
sup
ifX
(:n  . )
f  3 ( i ) - f*  ( i ) J a J a sup
(r 0)
UX u
( n . )
f a J ( D - f ‘ ( i )
< £ ,
( « • ]
i f  n.  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e ,  s i n c e  (i ) -> / * (  i )  f o r  each
F J
o f  t h e  f i n i t e  number o f  i £ X . Thus A
( » • )
F 1  , F* ->•0 as
n.  ■+ 00 , wh ich  c o n c lu d e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  lemma 2.
LEMMA 3. There e x i s t  co n s ta n t s  0 < 0 = 0 ( a ,  U) ; 
d = d ( c ,  U) < 00 such th a t  f o r  a l l  F K 3 1 5 a ,  3, Y, & ~  k  j
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and S f 0^  j t/ze following inequalities hold
(i)
■CDMLl.
Q.
(ii) Op/pp 5 1 — 0 j
(Hi) ua(n 2 e ;
(iv) V F)- 6 -
(v) V (F) < l  v (F) < 0—1 ; a L aa
(vi)
s'l -1
s ' v ( F )  - 0 J
(vii)
(viii) ^ >(F) £ d  i
(ix) c ^ a ^(F) < d •
(x ) 03& 5 < dQ_1 .
Proof. Lemma 1 (Hi) and lemma 2 imply Pp attains its
lower bound (0^ , say) at some point f K , so that by
(l.l, i) and the Perron-Frobenius theory, 0^  > 0 . It now 
follows that ap/Pp is continuous (recalling lemma 1, parts (Hi)
and (iv)) 3 so that, by lemma 2, this ratio attains its upper bound
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(2)(1-02, say) at some point F f K . The Perron-Frobenius theory 
assures us that 0^ > 0 . Similarly, we can show wa(F) — ®2+a 5 
a = 1, . . . , k , and y^(F) £ 62+k+a ’ a = 1, . . . , k , where 
9 ß > 0 ,  3 = 3, 4, ..., 2A+2 . We set 0 = min (0 } . To prove
(v) we use ( H i )  and (1.2): \ ü^(F) - J i?a(F)w^(F)0  ^= 0 Y .
(vi) follows easily from (iv) , and (vii) , (viii) and (ix) are 
consequences of (l.l, iii). To prove (x ), we first note that
«f - W f) £ 6S )(F)Vva 3,Y PY P T
5 d y v (F) y u nu byL a 3 Ya 3,Y
d I y (F)  ^ a a
< d0'-1
by (1.2) 
by (pj,
and secondly,
Qr - £ 4°°(F) by fYiiJ and
a,3,Y
03Z? by (1.1, ii) .
LEMMA 4.
(i) tt”1 = o(n, pi F) ;
P^tt”1 = o(n, p; F)
I I I .  3 A3
P r o o f .  G iven £ > 0 , l e t  6 = min 
w i th  11—pp I < 6 ,
1 1 
2 ’  2 £ . For  F £ K
TT^(p) = p- 1 ( l+p  + . ♦ p"-* 1) 2 f3 6
l t ( l - ( l - 6 ) n }
3e
t  £-1
f o r  a l l  n s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e .  T h is  p ro v e s  p a r t  ( i )  , and i n  
a d d i t i o n ,
p nTi ( p )  = p £ p = p T T  —
n  L. K n i pr = l  ^
1 / o( n,  p; F) hy ( i )  .
LEMMA 5. There i s  a p o s i t i v e  n u ll  sequence  (6 ) such tha t  
fo r  a l l  F e K j
( l - 6 ^ ) u v '  5 (M /p)n 5 (i+6 ) u v '  . ( 3 .6 )
P r o o f .  I t  i s  o b v io u s  t h a t  t h e  m a t r i x  M/p has  one e ig e n v a lu e  
e q u a l  t o  u n i t y ,  and no o t h e r  e ig e n v a lu e  w i th  m odulus g r e a t e r  t h a n  
1 -  0 , f o r  any F $ K (hy  lemma 3 ( i i ) ) .  Lemma 3 p a r t s  ( i )  and 
( v i i )  im p ly  { M / p } ^  < d/Q , 1 5 a ,  3 -  k , f o r  a l l  F f  K . The
lemma i s  now a co n seq u e n c e  o f  t h e  th eo re m  o f  Buchanan and P a r l e t t
(1966 )T .
T I  am i n d e b t e d  t o  Dr G.N. de O l i v e i r a  ( p e r s o n a l  com m un ica t ion )  
f o r  b r i n g i n g  t h i s  p a p e r  t o  my a t t e n t i o n .
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We show now t h a t  F (s) , t h e  n - t h  f u n c t i o n a l  i t e r a t e  o fn
F Cs) , i s  u n i fo r m ly  c o n t in u o u s  i n  t h e  A m e t r i c  l o t h  f o r  F K 
and S k C .
LEMMA 6. Given e > 0 3 and a p o s i t i v e  in teger  n , there  
e x i s t s  a p o s i t i v e  constant  k (n) such tha t  fo r  any F, G f K 
s a t i s f y i n g  A(F,  G) < k (n)
y |F ( s )-G ( s ) I < e , S ( C .L 1 n , a  n ,  a 1 Ja 5 *
P ro o f .  F i r s t ,  l e t  n = 1 . For  any F, G f K and S f C ,
|F, (s )-£, (s 1 l , a  l , a UK
*  l  I / „ ( 1 H 7 „ ( 1 > I
ifX  
< £
i f  A(F,  G) i s  s m a l l  enough (< k (1)  , say] by t h e  same s o r t  o f  
a rgum ent as t h a t  u s e d  a t  t h e  b e g in n in g  o f  lemma 1. Thus lemma 6 
i s  t r u e  f o r  n = 1 .
S in c e  f o r  each  { a ,  3) and e a ch  F f K ,
9F^ a ( s ) / 9 S ß  -  ^ a ß( F)  -  d < 00 ( by  lemma 3 ( v i i ) )  , a  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d
e x te n s i o n  o f  an argum ent i n  C o u ran t  (1936 , p .  54) t o  k d im e n s io n s
can be u se d  t o  show t h a t  f o r  g iv e n  £ > 0 , we can f i n d  6 > 0
such  t h a t  f o r  any S , t f C s a t i s f y i n g  £ I < 6 , and any
a
F a ,
1 F l , a ( s ) - F l , a ( t ) l a
< £  . ( 3 . 7 )
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Bearing this in mind, we can complete the proof of the lemma by an 
induction argument. Suppose the lemma is true for some n . Then
I IF ^  (S)-G ^  (S L 1 n+l,a n+l,aa
^  I  | * \  (F ( s ) } - G _  {F ( s )} IL 1 l,a n l,a n 1a
+ IG (F (s)}-G_ {G (s)}I1 i,a n l,a n 1
The first sum on the right can be made arbitrarily small if 
A(F, G) is small enough (since the lemma is true for n = l), and 
the second term can also be made arbitrarily small (by the 
induction hypothesis, and (3-7))- Thus lemma 6 is proved.
We now prove a lemma concerning the products of certain 
matrices, which extends lemma 1 of JS. We adopt the convention 
n
TT A .3 E A A . n n-1 n-m Suppose we have a sequence of
non-negative, primitive k x k matrices (P(r)j with unit 
spectral radii and associated left and right eigenvectors V{r) , 
u(r) , normed so that v'(r)u(r) = u'(r)l = 1 . We set 
R(n) = U(n)v'(n) . We assume there is a positive, null sequence
such that
(l-6 ]R(n> £ P™(n) £ (l+6 )R(n) , (3.8)
for n, m = 1 , 2, 3, ... . Let A(n, m) be a double sequence of 
k x k matrices satisfying
0 < A(w, m) < P(n) , n, m = 1, 2, ... ,
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and. assume there is a positive double sequence (p^  m) which for 
fixed n is a non-increasing sequence in m ; for fixed m , let
the sequence (p^  n m) > n = ???+l, ???+2, ... , be null. We assume
that
A(n, m) < ^R(n) , n9m =1,2,...,
and define
B(n) = ] f {P(n)-A(n, /)} . 
«7=1
LEMMA 7. For any e > 0 * and anz/ x ^ 0 /or which 
B(n)x * 0 , n = 1 , 2, ... j there exists iV£ < 00 suo/z tfrat /or
n > N je J
- p < [— ^ < p l < a < k£ [v(n)B(n)x U U , Ja e ' 1 - “ - K ■
Proof. First, we use an induction argument to show that for
any integer n , and for all 1 5 m 5 n ,
n n
(P(n)-A(n, j)} i Pm{n) - _ I pn .R(n) . (3-9)
j-n-m+1 j=n-m+±
Suppose this is true for some m , 1 5 m < n . Then
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1 T {P(n)“A(n, j)} > Pm+1(n) 
j=n-m
n
£ p .R(n)P(w) - P/??(n)A(n, n-m) 
j=n-m+1 n
> Pm+1 (n) -
n
l
j=n-m
p .R(n)
Since (3-9) is obviously true for w? = 1 , it must be true for
+
m = 1, Next, (3.8) and (3-9) give
n > nI pn 7-S-RC») s _ T T
j=n-m+1 j=n-m+l
(P(n)-A(n, j)}
5 (l+6w}R(n) . (3.10)
Given X ^ 0 define W
n-m
(P(n)-A(n, j)}x , so that
J=1
B(w)x = I I (P(n)-A(n, j )}w . Then (3.10) gives 
j=n-m+l
(l-6 y p .1r(w )wI m . L *n9j Iv ,1=n-m+l J B (n)x
v'(ft) [l+6 JR{n)w v'(w)B(n)x
f
(l+öjß R(n)w
v(n)l-8- J p 
C-n-m+l
R (n )w
For any W , we have R(ft)w/v'(n)R(n)w = u(n) , so that for
a = 1, .. . , fe ,
t The second inequality in JS (eq. A.10) is not valid, since 
P - a^R may have negative elements. The present approach can be
used to prove their principal assertion at that point.
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B(w)x
V 1(n)B(n)x - u (n) a
26 + y pm . L .^ cn9g
1-6 -  I  p ■ 
m • .1 n>0j=n-m+1 ^
Given £ > 0 , we choose w so large that 3<5^  < min " • I 6
and then choose N > m so large that 3p < 6 /m fore ^n^n-m >77
rc - Ü7 , %. e. 3 y p . < m m£ • L .nJ=n-777+l 3 e
We conclude this section with some Taylor-type expansions for 
F(S ) . The standard multivariate analogue of Taylor's theorem 
(see, e.g. Apostol (195TS P- 12U)) concerns the expansion of a 
function around a point in the interior of a region, and is 
therefore inappropriate here, since we wish to expand around S = 1 . 
We utilise and extend results in JS. Assuming only finite first 
moments, it is shown there that
1 _ F(s ) = M(l-s) - E (s) (1-s ) , s e c (3.11)
where
V1_s) = 2ifX
ri n(i-nsfl) v
— ---S-- dr\
o
(3.12)
and
0 5 E(s) s M , t < S - E(t) £ E(S) . (3.13)
Assuming finite second moments, it is shown in JS that
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1 - F Cs ) = MC1 — s ) - q[l-s] , s f C (3.1U)
where the vector £}[ • ] has elements
s ] = I / a (i) I s s i [i - 6 (v, y))l(v, y, s, i) , (3.15)i f X v , y M M
and
I(v, y, s , i )
^ fti n(i-nsg] p(i-n)^ n
0 y - n / j  li-ne J
It is easy to show 0 5 !(•) 5 —  , and defining
S ^ }(s) = 2 / a (i )iv (iy-6(v, y)]l(v, y, s, i) , i f X
we have
0 5 2 (a)(s) < & (a) = I f (i H [i -S(v, y)} , vy vy . ^  J a v v y * ; 9
and by Fubini's theorem,
q [S] = i  I £ (a)(s)s 8 2 L vy v y v,y
(3.16)
Examination of the integral in (3*12) shows that for any 
i t X with ig f: 1 ,
i
fi n ( i - n s  ) v— -- --- dr] =
fl
- 1 +
j0 J0 J
rn d n(i-?sv)
0 1 ?Sg dC ■dn ,
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i .  e.
1 -
i  n(i-nsv)
n l-r)s0 dr\ = I  s { i  - 6 ( y ,  3)} 
Y Y Y
fn n(i-csj
[ l -C a  ) ( 1 - C s 3)
d^dr\
I  s i i - S { y , 3)}
fi  n(i-csj
Y Y ( l - t s J ( l - S s ßJ
(l-c)dc
I s {i - 6 ( y , 3 )}X(y , 3 ,  s ,  i ) ,
•y * *
t h e  s e cond  l i n e  b e i n g  o b t a i n e d  by ch a n g in g  t h e  o r d e r  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n ,  
which  i s  v a l i d  s i n c e  t h e  i n t e g r a n d  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  f o r  e ach  S 6 C 
and f o r  any i f X w i t h  i n > 1 , i  ± 1 . Thus
3 Y
ffa 3 (1_s )  = ^ a ( i ) i 3{^ s y P y" ö (Y » 3 ) ] J i (y , 3 ,  s ,  i )
I 1 3 ) ] x (y * 3 ,  s ,  i )
Y 1 i eX
h .  s {“ >( s ) .2 L y y3
Y
This  a l t e r n a t i v e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  E( s )  e n a b l e s  us  t o  deduce  t h e  
u n i f o r m  bound ( b e a r i n g  i n  mind lemma 3 ( v i i i )  )
Vs> ^-SJ ( 3 . 1 7 )
f o r  1 5 a ,  $ 5 S C , and F (■
The t e c h n i q u e  u s e d  i n  JS  can  be  e x t e n d e d  t o  g i v e  a  t h i r d  
o r d e r  e x p a n s i o n ,  which  we now do .  Fo r  i e X and t  f C , we
d e f i n e
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<Mt) = ( l - t )1 .
The e x p a n s i o n  r e s t s  on t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i d e n t i t y :
^ ( t ) -  i  = iMt)  -  ip(0)
rl d
d£ iK5t)<?5
5f (5t) 1 f l  i ±5 (5t)<dE, on i n t e g r a t i o n  by p a r t so d r
—  ( c t )dt, +f  <«>
a  ,2 ,
5 u t  )dt
5=0 Jo d r
f (5t)
a  ,2 ,
(i-5) ( 5 t )d5
5=o J o <i5
f  (5t)
5=0
(l - 5 ) 2 ^  ( 5 0dr
n l  . i f 1 ( 1 - 5 ) 2 d i  ( £ t w e  .
o ^ Jo d r
on i n t e g r a t i o n  by p a r t s  a g a i n .  Thus
M t )  -  1 i < 5 t ) - i ^ | ( 5 t ) 1
5=o 2 Jo
l
(1-5) 2
dr*
(5t)d5
-  I t  i  + — y t  t Qz ( t „ - 6 ( a ,  3)) L a. a 2 O  a 3 3 ;a  a , 3
TT MO
y_______ __
£
2
a q 71-5* J ( i - 5 t QJ (i-5£ J0 a , 3 , Y   ^ or  ^ 3; v y '
x B)){i - 6(a, ß)-6(ß, y)M? . (3 . 18)
I f  we now d e f i n e  S = 1 - t  , and sum w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  m easu re  
f  ( i )  , we o b t a i nJ p ’
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F1 u(S) 5 I Ai(1)Si,M iex w i - l M (l-s ) yav qlj + ^[1-s] - r [ l - s ]y (3.19)
say, where g [ • ] was defined at (1.3), and
r (S ) ~ Z 1 S S 0 S  C ^ q ^(S) ,
** 6 cJ , y a e Y aßY
ca3y(s) = 3 1  ^ ( i ) i a & ß - 6 (a ’ 3 ) - 6 (ß, Y)J xi fX
( i - c ) &r r ( i - C B v) t'v
(i-SsJ (i-SsgJ li-5sy) dZ .
It should be noted that in order to pass from (3-18) to (3-19), we 
need to use Fubini's theorem; this is valid since the integral in
the definition of c^ y ^ s ) Ü es in the range [0, 1/3] , so that
0 5 3 (^ ( s )  <a8y a(3y d <
by virtue of lemma 3 (ix) . We express (3.19) in vector form as
1 _ F(s) = M(l-s) -  q[ l - s ] + f [ l-s  ] . (3.20)
We define
Q[S] = I V q [S] , R [ S] = I » ? [S] L or a L a aa a
Premultiplying (3-20) by v' gives
v' (1—F(l -s  )} = pv's -  Q[s] + R[s] ,
which we write as
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Q[s
v '{ l -F( l - s ) }  pv's (pv-s )2 + L[S ] . ( 3 . 2 1 )
LEMMA 8. L[s] i s  uniformly bounded fo r  F K and 
s i C j and L[s] ->0  uniformly fo r  F t K as  S -* 0 in  C .
P r o o f .  P r e m u l t i p l y i n g  ( 3 - l L )  by v' ,
v '{1—F(1 —s )} = pv's l  - Qi s] pv ' s (3 .22)
By d e f i n i t i o n  and lemma 3 p a r t s  (v ) and ( v i i i )  ,
<5[s] s I  de 1 l  el VJ
so i t  f o l l o w s  from lemma 3 p a r t s  ( i )  and ( v i )  t h a t  f o r  S (• ,
S[s] /pv 's  £ j  de 2 B a
(r- IS ' l
S ' V
5 I  de-3 I  SV J
For  any S f w i t h  £ 5 0 Id , t h e n ,  $ [ s ] / p v ' s  < — . I t
f o l l o w s  from ( 3 . 2 2 )  t h a t  i n  t h i s  c a s e ,
Q[s] , {arsl /ov's}2
v' {1—F(1 —s )} -  p v t r f  + pv's + i -§ [ s ] /p v ' s  j ’
and from ( 3 . 2 l ) ,
rTcl _ Sfs l -e f s l  {afs l /pv ' s}2 _ fl[s1 {g[S]/pv1s}g
[ 1 = (pv ' s )2 Pv ' s- « [s] ■ (pv ' s )2 Pv ' s- ^ ^  '
III.3
Hence for any S f with J < 0^ /<i ,
fe d9"3 ? svt
2
5 constant. / s ,L y, 5 (3.23)
by lemma 3 parts (i) , (v), (vi) and (ix).
For any S f C with J > 0~/<i (if any exist), choose
t t C with t < S and £ = 0^ /<f . The "monotonicity" of F
(i.e. t < S =» F(t) 2 F (s )) gives
v ' (1— F (1— s )} - v ' C l - F ( l - t ) }
= pv't{l-§[t]/pv't}
= I eld
by lemma 3 parts (i) and (vi). Hence from (3*21), and lemma 3 parts 
(i) , (v), (vi) and (viii),
|L[S] I 5 2dQ 5 + dQ 5 + 'g-£S(0v's r
This, together with (3.23), proves the lemma.
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4. Proof of theorems and discussion
If theorem 1 (2.l) is false for S = 0 , then there is some 
c > 0 and some sequence cz K for which P p(n) + 1  , hut
(n)(0) > £ for n = 1, 2, ... . Sincen ,  ö l J
F (0) = F {F (0)} i F (0) , i/i = 1, n , we haven, a m , a n-m m , a
y I1-F n^ ^ ( 0 )l>£, 1 S m S n , n - 1 , 2 , . .. .  By lemma 2 we^ t J
K*)can select a subsequence (n^ .j such that A
J
that
F  ^ , F* 0 as 
00 for some F* 6 K . Lemma 1 parts (AJ, (AAj and ('iii) imply
M(F*) is primitive, £ (F*) h b > 0 , and pr.
a$y ^
1 .
It follows (Harris (1963, p. 4l)) that the vector of extinction
probabilities associated with F*, q* , say, is equal to 1 . The
monotone convergence of F* (0) to q* (Harris (1963, p. 4l))a a
the existence of an ??7q such that for a = 1, . . . ,
(0) < 77 e/fc Thus,a 2
{n) (0 )' < i e + I F* (0)-FM  (0) , n = 1, 2,0^,a 2 a mQ,a mQ,a
and since A («•)F 1 . F*
, - fn.1  ^0
0 , lemma 6 implies the existence of an
integer m1 f (^) , m h mQ , such that
K )
F* (0 )-F x (0) 
m  , a ,a " I s ■
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Thus
f K ) )I {l-F 1 (0) 5 £ ,
i I mn ’a I
and the contradiction proves (2.1) for S = 0 . The full
assertion of (2.l) follows since F (0) 5 F (s) < 1 , S f Cn,ct n, a
Because of (2.1), any sequence c K for which
l - P p ( n )I ■> 0 must satisfy, for arbitrary fixed m ,
0 as n 00 . (A.i)
For such a sequence, define
A(n, m, S) F (" )(sm-1 S € C ,
and
p(n) = p'|n)M(F(n)) .
where E(*) is defined at (3.12). P(n) is non-negative, 
primitive, and has unit spectral radius. Its principal 
eigenvectors Cv(n) and U(n) , say, with u'(n)v(n) = u'(n)l = l)
coincide with those of . Let R(rc) = U (n)v'(n) . It is
evident from lemma 5 that P{n) satisfies (3.8), and lemma 3 parts
(Hi) and (iv) give {R(n))a  ^- 62 , 1 5 a, 3 - k , n = 1, 2, ... .
By (3.13), and the monotonicity of F (0) , we have for fixed n ,n,a
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mi > m2 39 A (n s  0) 2  A [n, 0j . ( A . 2 )
In the same vein, since F (0) 5 F (s) , S f C ,n n
A(n, s) 5 A(n, m, 0) , s f c • (A.3)
For fixed w , A(n, n-w, 0) -> 0 as n -> 00 by (3.13) and (A.l).
_2If we put p = 0  max /I R(n, m , 0) , that it is easy to see
a,3
that p is positive for each (n, m) , that for fixed m , ^n,m *
p ->■ 0 as n 00 fby (A.l)), and that for fixed n , (p )rn,n-m  ^J J 5 5 ^n,mJ
is a non-increasing sequence in /? (by (A.2)). From (A.3) ,
A(n, m, s) 5 p R(n) . (A.A)rn,m
If for any S £ d we put A(n, m) = A(n, m, s) , then all the 
conditions of lemma 7 are satisfied.
Iteration of the expansion (3*11) gives, for each n ,
1 - Fn”)(S) = TTn v=i
M ( F (n)]-E F (.n ) (sJ-l (1-S)
Pp(n)|"FT[P(n)-A(n’ j. S)]}(l-s)
P"(»)B(n)(1-s> ’
in the notation of lemma 7* For S f , 1-S h 0 , and
B(n)(l-s) ^ 0 , so by lemma 7 5 given e > 0 , we can find an 
integer N so large that for all n > , and a = 1 , ..., k ,
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l-F^(s)n,a
v'(nHl-F^n)(s)n
- u in) a < e CU.51
Since the bound in (4.4) is independent of S f C , (4.5) is valid 
uniformly for S k .
If (2.2) is false, we can find some £ > 0 , and sequences 
(n)\ 7^ 11  ^ 1 0 as n -* 00 , (s(n)) : s(n) £ C ,( F ^ O c K with |l-p (n)
and (a(n)} : 1 5 a{n) 5 k , such that
1~fn?!a(w)
v’ (n)-Jl-f n) (s(n)) - “a(n)(n)
> £ , n = 1, 2,
( r )Since the sequence (Fv L ) and the constant £ in (4.5) are both
arbitrary (as long as 11— p (n) 0 ) we must eventually arrive
at a contradiction. Thus (2.2) is proved.
It is easy to see that for any scalar a , $[as] = a $[s] . 
Using this, the definition of F (s) above lemma 6, and (3*2l),
1
v'(l-Fn(s)} v’{l-s} X  pt jv'TI-F .(s)} ' pv'{1—F (s)}
3 1 3 3 ~
n-1 .I pJ H
«7=0
P 2q
l-F.(s) 
JLv' {1 —F .(s)}
3
+ i D - F j - u a
n-l
I pJ*+1|p"2$[u+0(j, p; F, S)] + 
3=0 [
+ i[l-Fj.(s)]} ,
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from (2.2) which, together with lemma 3 (vi), indicates that the
elements of the error vector are all bounded in modulus by 1 + 0  
uniformly for all F £ K , S 6 C  , and j = Q, 1, 2, ... .
Expanding Q[•] and rearranging,
v '{1 — F ( s )} n v ’ d - s }  '
n-1
I pJ' 1{l yv I ^g)[ v uß+d}o(;?' ’ p; F’ s) +j=0 >-v aß P >
n-1
I pJ+1£[l-F (s)] , (U.6)
J=0 J
where |c>(j, p; F, s ) | < 1 + 0 1 . Consider the quantity 
n-1-1 v 7 1I {y o(j, p; F, s) . Given e > 0 , we can choose W so
J=0
large and 6 > 0 so small that | o ( j ,  p; F, s)| < —  e for j  > N 
and F t K with 11— Pp | < 6 . Then for any n > N ,
n-1 .
\  l P° 0(3, p; F, s
J=0
5  TT-1
iv •(l+0 1] I pJ 1 + -  e 
j=o
5 e
for all sufficiently large n and all F f Z with |l-Pp|
sufficiently small, by lemma k. A similar argument (bearing in 
mind (2.1) and lemma 8) shows
-1TTn
n-1
I
J=0
AD-F/ s)] o(n, pi F, s) .
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S in c e  t h e  te rm  i n  c u r l y  b r a c k e t s  i n  ( 4 . 6 )  i s  bounded u n i fo r m ly  f o r  
F £ K , we have f o r  S ( C ,
- 1
v' f 1 —F (s)} v'Cl-sn
-  Q = o ( n ,  p; F, s )
S u b s t i t u t i n g  f o r  h { s )  ,n
V1_s)
v' (UF (s)}n
p"  V D - F  J s ) J —m --- r + tt Qv (1- s) n
- 1
^---- r  +  tt [Q+o(n,  p; F, S ) ] W ----r + tt Qv ' ( l - s )  n * 5 j(v (1-s) n
- 1
1 + g ( n , p ; F , S )
tt"" 1 / V ' (1-S )+Q n
1 + o ( n ,  p; F, s) ,
u s in g  lemma 3 (x)  . T h is  r e s u l t  c o u p le d  w i th  ( 2 . 2 )  g i v e s ,  f o r
S f C1 ,
h ( 1- S)
1 -  Fn (5)  ■ I+O( n , P;F , s ) { u+0( n ’ Pi F’ s >}
fc (1-s ){u+o(rc, P ;  F, s)} ,
w hich  c o n c lu d e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 2 . 3 ) ,  s i n c e  i t  i s  t r i v i a l  f o r  S = 1
From ( 2 . 3 ) ,
1 -  F (0)
y v  
r  ai
- 1 {u+o{ n,  p; F)} ,+TT Q n
i .  e.
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p {u +oCw9pjF)}
TT { 1  -F (0)} = --- -n n,oi -1
I» aj
-1+Q
p wa(l+o(n,p;F)} 
l+o(«,p;F )}
pnwaQ~1{l+o{ni p; F)} , (4.7)
which is equivalent to the assertion of (2.4) with i =  e . To 
extend (2.4) to any i (■ X , we use a contradiction argument. If 
(2.4) is false, then there is an £ > 0 and some i f X , a
sequence (F^'^j c and a sequence (n .) , such that as j -*• “ ,J
n ■ -+ 00 and p , . x -► 1 (so that if we define«7 r (-1)
£  . =  TT_ 1  j P / • \ I P */ • \ » £ . -► 0 hy lemma 4) , andF(j) c
r . h  v * o I y a = i3 in. 1 0 > £ ,
0 - 1> 2 » ••• • (4.8)
However, we know from (4.7) that as j -* 00 ,
-1 1-F(j)(0) n .«7
- u(F(j))/e ,.) -  o .
The bounds 0 5 w (F) 5 1 and lemma 3 (x) imply the existence of
subsequence, (j1) , say, for which u(F^7' )^/Q tends to a
. We now put x(j) = £-1J l-F^Xo)ft .«7limit, X , say, as j OO
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so t h a t  X (j"  ) X . Then
V Y t  0 I Y =  iY) 1 f )
1—
1 —
1 
*V
GOII 1
1----1 F(j” t o )
(  L • /
L  J
t l
L  n 3  '  j
- I
£-.}{l -  p - e - . x W ) ] 1
= i ' x (j ' ) +0(1)
+ i ' x .
Thus by t h e  t r i a n g l e  i n e q u a l i t y ,
PL.
1—1 -
1 
*CO Y *  0 I Yn = i
J _ n 1 0 - i,u(FÜ" H  o") 1 £
f o r  j '  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e ,  w hich  c o n t r a d i c t s  ( t . 8 )
We now p rove  ( 2 . 5 ) *  For f i x e d  i f Xq ,
E[Y' I Y * 0, Yn = i]  L n 1 n n -1
E[v;  I Y0 = i ] /P [Y „  * 0 I Yn = i]
i ’M' ' u{l+o(n,  p; F ) }
1-1
hy ( 2 . U),
i ' M
IPJ
7T £(i  'll) 1{l  +o(n,  p; F)} n
tM  ' {u[v '+o(n ; F ) ] } $ ( i ' u )  1{l+<?(n, p; F)} by lemma 5,
TT^v'{l+o(n,  p; F)} ,
w hich  c o n c lu d e s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  th eo re m  2.
The p r o o f  o f  th eo re m  3 i n v o lv e s  t h e  u s e  o f  ^ - d i m e n s i o n a l  
L a p la c e  t r a n s f o r m s .  We w i l l  assume t h a t  t  i s  a  f i x e d  p o i n t  i n
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[O, °°)^  . We define £ as the vector with elementsn
£ = expj-t / fv it <$}[, a = 1n,a  ^( or  ^a n ' J
We show that the Laplace transform of the conditional distribution 
function in (2.6) can be approximated uniformly for large n , and
F (: K with small 11— pp | , by (l+t'l)  ^ . From (2.3),
i ' { 1 - F  ll ) }n K nJ
i ' [ u + 0  ( n , p ; F , £ n ) ]
f '
( V ' 1 )_ 1 +TT Q n
i ' { 1 - F  ( 0 ) }  "
n
i 1 [ u + o ( n , p ; F ) ]  ’
 ^ J
j
«
£ 1 _
_1 H + <e>
It is easy to verify that the first ratio in curly brackets
differs from unity by an error of o{n, p; F) . In addition, from
the definition of £ ,n
1 -  £ S t  /Qi\ v s  t  /Q^fcir = o{n9 p; F)  , ( 4 . 9 )n,a a n a  a n
and a three-term expansion of the elements of £^ gives
v' fl-£ }-t' 1 /QuK nJ n v t /(Qtt v ) a a K n aJ
so that
TT Q\J 1 (]-£ )-t'ln K nJ < ~  I t2/Qi\ v 2 L a n a
^ 1 V 4.2 -l0-4,-l 5  —  > t  TT 6  D2 L an
= o{n9 p; F) . (U.10)
From the above remarks,
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i ' {l-F [l} (v' l  f V  ( l-£ } + tt ( l -£ }”v v nJ n  ^ nJ r_. , / C\-----  {1+o{n, p; F)nK nJ i ' { l - F n (0)} 1+n Qy ( l -£ J-V? V V7 J
l+t”i£o(n,P^) {l+ö(n’ p’ F)}
t ' l
l + t ' ltt {l+o{n9 p; F)} .
If we denote by <±>(n, F, t )  the Laplace transform of Y* ,
conditional on Y. = i and Y ^ 0 , then 0 n
$(w, F, t )
i '{F (£ )-F (0)} nK nJ n
i ' ( l -F (0)}n
t ' l1 - il+o {n, p; F)}
v - 1( l + t ' l ) + o(n,  p; F) .
The final steps in the proof of theorem 3 are omitted, since 
they follow the pattern of the more general argument in the proof 
of theorem IV.2.
Remark. As pointed out in section 1.1, results similar to 
theorem 3, for a fixed critical process, were given by Mullikin 
(1963) (for a process with a more general state space) and Joffe 
and Spitzer (1967) (for a multitype Galton-Watson process). Both 
these results had a factor of /A in the exponent of the 
distribution function. This is incorrect, as has already been 
noted by Weiner (1970), who gave the corresponding result for the
multitype age dependent branching process.
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CHAPTER IV
FURTHER RESULTS FOR PROCESSES WITH IMMIGRATION 
Introduction
In this chapter, we give further results for the process 
, which was previously examined in chapter II. In the
following section, we shall he concerned with the asymptotic 
behaviour of such a process with an underlying offspring process 
which is positively regular and critical. Theorem 1 can be 
regarded as a generalization of the theorem of Seneta (1970 c) to 
the critical multitype process (Z^ j . At the same time, it is
analogous to theorem 6" of JS, which generalized Yaglom's theorem 
to the critical process (Y ) . It is of interest to note in this
latter context that the direction of the line of support of the 
limiting distribution is the same {viz. , through 0 and 1) for 
either (Y^ ) or (Z^ j when normed by (Q n v ^  , as long as we
condition on extinction in the former case (a similar remark is 
relevant when comparing theorem III.3 with theorem 2 of the 
present .chapter).
The second theorem in this chapter is the multitype version 
of theorem 3 of Fahady et al. (1971) which, as pointed out there, 
subsumes theorem A of Quine and Seneta (1969).
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1. The c r i t i c a l  process
In this section we assume that we have a process (Z ) with
offspring p.g.f. F f K , and immigration p.g.f. B(s) , satisfying 
the conditions
(i) M is primitive;
(ii) pp = 1 ;
(iii ) 0 < Qp < 00 ;
(iv) 5(1) = 1  ;
( v ) 0 < IX I < 00 .
THEOREM 1. Under the conditions (l.l)j if Z*
vector of normed random variables Z* = Z /{nQv } J n,CL n,a a
fixed i f X j
(1.1)
denotes the 
3 then for
sup pfZ* 5 xL n i ] r U ' u / e ,  x) o
as n -*■ 00 .
\Proof. By taking logarithms of both sides of (fL, 3-$,} we 
obtain
n-1
log P (i, S) = log{F (s)}1 + I log 5{F (S)} . (1.2)
r=0
As in the last chapter, we use Laplace transforms. To this end
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define p^ as the vector whose a-th element is
Pn a = expl-t^/[nQv^ j} , where, as in the previous chapter, t is
K.regarded as a fixed point in [0, 00) . We note that as n -*■ 00 ,
(i) p •+ 1 ;rn
(ii) nQM' (1-p } t'l .
(1.3)
We shall he concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of P (i, p^) . 
We continue to use the expression h^ (s) which was introduced at
(ill, 1.6) (p. 32), although of course in this section we have
p = 1 and 7T = n . The bulk of the proof consists of showing n
that the difference between each of the quantities
- I log £{F ( pj) , 
r=0
T  [l-B{F (p )>] ,
r=0
I A'tl-F { p j }  .
r=0
X X'uhrO-P.r=0
X' uQ 1 logd+t'l )
is asymptotically negligible. Working in reverse order, we first 
note that for r = 1, 2, ... ,
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h i s) - h As )r v-1 (v's) 1+rQ (v's) x+(r-l)^-1
-Q
{(v's) 1+ r g H ( v ,s) x+(r-l)£}r _ \~1
so that for each S f C , h (s) is monotonic in v . Let usr
therefore define the integral
£(n, s ) =
o ( v ' s f 1* ^
Q 1 log{l+$nv's) . U M
For any S 6 C ,
n-1
j l hp(s)-Hn-l, s) < hQ(s) + hfj_1 (s)
i p = 0  '
Now from (1.3),
^o0-p„) = v’ 0 -pJ  * o »
and
V i ^ - pJ  = Cv'0-pj+£n-i)e]-1
< [(n-1)«]’
-> 0
as n 00 , so that
n-1
I fcjl-pj + s'1 log{l+«(n-l)v' (1-pJ) 
r=0
e_1 iogd+t'1) , (1.5)
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u s i n g  b o t h  p a r t s  o f  ( 1 . 3 ) .  Th is  a s s e r t i o n  o f  c o u r s e  s t i l l  o b t a i n s  
i f  we m u l t i p l y  b o t h  s i d e s  by A'u , which g i v e s  us t h e  f i r s t  of  
our  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s .
Our n e x t  t a s k  i s  t o  show t h a t  a s  n -*• 00 ,
Y A’UÄ 0-P„) -  Y A '0 -F p (pn)} . (1.6)
v =0 r =0
To do t h i s ,  we f i r s t  r e a r r a n g e  and combine e q u a t i o n s  ( 3 . 1 3 )  and 
( 3 . 3 )  o f  JS  t o  o b t a i n  ( i n  ou r  n o t a t i o n )
1 - F (s) = v'Cl-F (s)}[u+r(n)]n n
_ v'(l-s)[u+r(w)J 
1+nQv'(1-s)
= 7zn(l-s)[u+r(tt)] , (1.7)
where  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  r (rc)  t e n d  t o  z e ro  as  n -+ 00 . Given 
£ > 0 , l e t  N be  so  l a r g e  t h a t  \r^{n)  | < eQ / log  ( l + t ' 1 ) ,
a  = 1 ,  . . . ,  k , and ( i n  v iew  o f  ( 1 . 5 ) )  
n-1
I  ?i (l-p ) £ 2Q 1 l o g d + t ’l ) ,
r =0
f o r  n > N . Then,  i n  v iew  o f  ( 1 . 7 ) ,  f o r  n-1  > N ,
n- 1 n-1
I  { l - F  (p )} - I  (1-p )
r=ff+l  r ’a  n r=N+1 a r  n
n-1
4 lo g ( l+ t ' l )  jj* ^  ^ r )0 r=fl/+l
£Q
e .
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Furthermore, for r = 0, 1, N ,
\,0-Pn) = tv'(i-pn)> 1+re s v(i-pn) + o ,
from (1.3, i), and
1 " Fr,a^r) ~ 0 -pn) I by iteration of (ill, 3.1l),
■,N-± N v r.. ' i  n
S ffl0 ^ *  0 ’ (1.8)
where ~ max (M „) is finite because of (l.l, iii). The above
a, 3
remarks indicate that
I u h 0-D ) I {l-^7 J p  )> , (1.9)rv  ^ • v7' v3 rv ^ ' v?'_ a r v ■ n" 4jr. ' r ,cl" n' r=0 r=0
which is equivalent to (1.6).
The next step requires the two term expansion
1 - B(S) = A ' ( l - s )  - D[S ] (1-S ) , S f C , 
where, for 1 5 a  5 ,
0 5 D [ s ]  5 A ; D [ s ]  0 as S -► 1 in C .a a a
(l.io)
This expansion can be deduced from the argument in JS at equations 
(4.2) and (4.3), and summing with respect to the measure b{i) . 
The detailed derivation of a similar expansion is given in the 
next section of this chapter. Since F_^ (s) 1 uniformly for
S C as r °° (JS eq. (3-2)), there is some positive integer
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N such t h a t  f o r  n > N ,
D IF fp } I < f  eQ / { u l o g d + t ' l  )} a 1 r K nJ 1 4 a 1 < a  5 k . ( 1 . 1 1 )
In  view o f  ( 1 -9 )  and ( 1 . 5 ) ,  we may assume w i t h o u t  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y  
t h a t  N i s  so l a r g e  t h a t  we h a v e ,  f o r  a  = 1 ,  . . . ,  k , and n > N ,
l  {1- Fr > a (pn ) } £ 2ucfi l o g d + t ' l )  . ( 1 . 1 2 )
Combining ( l . 1 0 ) - ( l . 1 2 ) ,  we see  t h a t  f o r  n > N+l ,
X  - X  X’ {1- Fr W }r=0  r=0
X ° K ( P n ) ] V - F j
v - 0
^ t 1 - F , ( P w)> + U " l o g ( l + t '  1)  X  l  - n  & r=/l/+l a = l
-  I  + 2 e 5 s i n c e  ^  Ua = 1  ’
/l/
I
r=0
N
I
r =0 
5 e ( 1 . 1 3 )
f o r  n s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e ,  by ( 1 . 8 ) .
We f i n i s h  t h e  s t r i n g  o f  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  as  f o l l o w s .  Given 
e > 0 , p u t  £* = m i n [ l / 2 ,  Qz /  {2X'u l o g ( l + t ' l ) } ]  . I t  i s  
e v i d e n t  f rom ( l . l O )  t h a t  f o r  S f C ,
1 - s{Fp (s)} 5 A ' C l - y s ) }
< £* , ( 1 . 1 4 )
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if v is greater than some positive integer N , by JS (eq. 3.2). 
At the same time, we ean use (1.8) to choose another integer N* 
so that
1 - B(Fr (pn}} < X'{l-Fr (pn)} < E* (1.15)
for r = 0,1, ..., N , and n > N* . In view of (l.lk),
(l.l5) in fact holds for all r if n > N* . Furthermore, 
equations (1.13), (1.6) and (1.5) indicate that as n 00 ,
I [l-B{Fr(Pn))] + X’u«“1 logd+t'l ) ,
r=0
i.e. for some integer /V+ ,
I [l-B{Fr(p )}] < 2X'u<f1 log(l+t'l)
r=0
for n > N+ . Since for x f [0, l) ,
I log (1-aO+ac | = pj- m2 + ^  +
- 77 x 2 / (l-af) , (1.16)
it follows from (1.15) that if n > N* ,
l log B{Fr (pn)} + I [l-B{F (p )}] s i  I [l-B{Fr (Pfj)}]2/i 
r=0 r=0 r=0
< t* I [l-B(Fr (p )}]
r=0
.-15 £* 2X'UQ log(l+t'1)
< £ , (1.17)
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the third inequality holding if n is also greater than N , and 
the last inequality being a consequence of the definition of £* .
The successive approximations at (1.5), (l.6), (1.13) and 
(l.l7), together with (1.2) and the fact (from (l.l, iii)) , which
implies F(s) t Ms , and JS (eq. 3.2) that {F^(p^)}'1' 0 as
n 00 , combine to give
log p j i, pn) ■> A'ue-1 logd+t’i) ,
i. e.
pn(i>pn) - (i+t-irA'u/e
as n 00 . The theorem now follows from the continuity theorem.
A demonstration of the correspondence between the above Laplace 
transform and the distribution function T(X'u/Q, x) is deferred 
until the next section.
Remark. The behaviour of (Z ) , when conditions (l.l, iii) ^nJ
or (l.l, v) are relaxed, is not known in the multitype case. Some 
results in this direction have been obtained for the single-type 
situation by Seneta (1970 c). He shows that, if $„= 00 , ar
limiting distribution may sometimes exist for the unnormed random 
variables , and if X = 00 , a norming other than n  ^ is
sometimes appropriate.
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2. P a r a c r i t i c a l  p r o c e s s e s  w i t h  i m m i g r a t i o n
In this section we give a version of theorem 1 of this 
chapter which extends it (at the expense of stronger conditions) 
in the same sort of way that theorem 3 of chapter III extends 
theorem 6 of JS. Thus, we will be concerned with processes (Z^)
which have offspring p.g.f.'s F k K (K was defined in chapter
III). At the same time, we will show that "uniform" convergence
for the class of processes to a class of limiting distributions
still obtains over a class of immigration p.g.f.'s as well. To
this end, we shall exhibit the dependence of the vector mean, X ,
on the immigration p.g.f. B = B(s) by writing X = X(5) , and
X E X (5) .a a
Given constants > 0 , < 00 , we denote by
J = J [d^ , d^ ) the class of all p.g.f.'s B ( s )  which satisfy
(i) 5(1) = 1 ;
(ii) |X(S)| i ;
(iii) I 3 5(1 s d2
a,ß p
(2.1)
It follows from the last of these conditions, and from the facts 
that w (F) 5 1 for a = 1, ..., k , and F (■ K , that
X'(5)u(F) 5 X'(B)1 < d. (2.2)
for all F 6 Kand 0 W  , for some d < 00
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The arguments of the function o( • ) , which was introduced 
below (ill, 1.6), will be extended in this section to include B . 
This will indicate that the behaviour of o(n, p; F, S, B) is the 
the same as that of o(n, p; F, s) , uniformly for B $ J .
Similar remarks apply to the vector o( • ) .
THEOREM 2. For the olass of processes (Z ) with F K 
and B f J , let Z* denote the vector of normed random variables
Z* - Z /«’if Qv \ 3 a = 1, ... , k . Then for any fixed vectorT'ZjOt n , d ( yi 06 J
i t X j
sup PfZ* < xL n i] - r ( c, X) o(n, p; F, B) ,
where E, = A'(ß)u(F)/£p .
Proof. The proof follows the general lines of that of theorem 
1 of this chapter. However, the differences in detail are so great 
that nothing short of a full account is satisfactory. This will 
now be given. As before, the starting point is (1.2). We recall 
the definition of (given above (III, 4.9)), and its properties
(ill, 4.9) and (ill, 4.10). We shall show that the difference
n-1
between each of the quantities - £ log B{F )} ,
Y* Ylr=0
l &-B<F (* )}]
r=0
n'l A ' {1 — F [I )}l r K n}r-0
I X'uh (\-l ) ,
r=0
A'u$ 1 log(l+t'l) is of order o(n, p; F, B) Working in
reverse order, first consider the difference
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h ( s)-h _ (s )r p-1
r-1
(v's)_ 1 +7T Q (v's )’1+ttr p-1
p-1
(v's)"1+7T^jj(v's) 1+TTr _i«}_.
P(V’S) 1+P7T^_1^-(V,S) X-7T^,-1
The first factor is always positive; the second is equal to 
(v's) ''"(p-l) - p-/, which is non-negative if v's 5 p(p-l)$ ^
and negative if v's > p(p-l)<2  ^ . In either case, then, h (s) 
is monotonic in v . Define
£(«, p, s)
n
'0
[(v's) 1+Qx~] 1dx ,
-1
dx , p * 1 ,
p = 1 .
For any V and S ,
n-1
I (s)-i(w-l, p, s)
r=0
s hAs) + h As) 0 n-1
The integral can easily be evaluated as
i{n, p, s)
p(p-l)
Q log p
1
log{ 1+<2tt v 's }
Yi
O'1 iog{l+#rr v's} ,
P * 1 , 
P = 1 .
From (III, b.9),
hQ^~ly) = = P; F) 5
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and
h . O-i) = pn_1 { v  (i-.e ) } _1+tt nen -1^  n} \_ K n} n- 1
5 p ^ V 1 /Qn-1
o ( n ,  p; F) ,
f rom lemmas I I I ,  3 (x) and I I I ,  4 ( i i ) . Thus
n - 1
I \ ,0-£n) -  (^«-1» P> 1 - ^ n ) = o(w, P i  p )
r=0
( 2 . 3 )
For  p t  1 , t h e  mean v a l u e  t h e o r e m  i m p l i e s
l o g  p = —  ( p - l )  
p
f o r  some 0^ w i t h  p < 0^ < 1 o r  1 < 0^ < p , d e p e n d in g  on p , 
so t h a t
P V - 1 1 ' = pe = 1 + o ( p ;  F)l o g  p p
I n s p e c t i o n  o f  ( i l l ,  4 . 9 )  shows
TT ( l - l  )  5  7T ( l - l  ) < t  / O h  ,n - ± K n , c r  n K n ,  or a
so t h a t  log{l+$TT^ _^ V' ( l - £ ^ ) }  i s  u n i f o r m l y  b o unde d ,  and hence
\ i [ n - 1 ,  p ,  l - £ n ) - l o g { l + ^ _ 1v'  ( l - ^ n ) > I = o{n,  p;  F) . ( 2 . 4 )
B e a r in g  ( I I I ,  4 . 1 0 )  i n  m ind ,  u s e  o f  a  t r i a n g l e  i n e q u a l i t y  g i v e s
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I 1  5 + o(n’ p; F)
= pn“V  [1-ln) + o(n, p; F)
< t'lpn 2tt 1 + o(n, p; F)
= o(n, p; F) , (2.5)
the second inequality being a consequence of (ill, 4.9)*
Combining (2.3) - (2.5)» and bearing in mind (2.2),
y X'uh fl-£ ) - A'u^T logd+t'l) = o(n9 p; F, B) . (2.6)
r=0 P n
The next step is to show
Y X-ufc (1-i ) - Y XUl-F CO J = *<»> Pi F> B) • (2.7)
r=0 r=0
We can choose {W , 6^} so that the error term in (ill, 2.3) is
elementwise bounded by yj- £0^Z?/log(l+t' 1 ) for S t C , n > ,
F k K : 11— pp I < 6^ . By (2.1), (2.6) and lemma III, 3 parts
n-1
(Hi) and (x) , we can find {N , 6 } such that £ h (l-£ ) is
 ^  ^ r=0 r n
bounded by 2 log (l+t'l)/0^3> for n > N , F f K : |l-Pp| < 6^  •
Now it follows from (ill, 2.3) that for n : n-1 > N = max(/V^, 7/^ }
and F ( X with 11— Pp | < 6 = min (ö , 6 ) ,
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n-1
u h  fl-£ ) 7,,, a v K nJ r=N+l
n-1
I {1-F [I )} 
r 4 + l  p ’a n
n-1r l (^1-OeeViogd+t'i)
r=V+l
Furthermore, for r = 0, 1, ...,/!/,
/z fl-£ ) r ^ n' -----------2------------  £ P*V (l-£ ) = o(n, p; F) ,i v tw j r 1«,«
from (ill, U.9), and
1 - F [I } 5 (if (I-* )1 £ fe"-1/  I (l-£ J  r,av nJ (_  ^ nJ J 7 v n,3;
= o(n, p; F) , (2.8)
where the first inequality is obtained by iterating (III, 3.11), 
and the second from lemma III, 3 (vii) . Thus
n-1 n-1
£  “ o M 1 “ * « )  -  \ {l-fr)ClVn)> =  Pi F> >r=0 r=0 5
which is equivalent to (2-7) because of (2.2).
At this point, we make use of the assumption (2.1, iii) to 
obtain a two-term expansion of B{s) in which the remainder term 
satisfies (2.1l) below. The uniformity of its behaviour with 
respect to B £ J is the only reason for the presence of (2.1, iii). 
If we were considering the paracritical situation for a single 
immigration p.g.f. B(s) , then the assumption (l.l, v) would
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suffice. We recall that during the derivation of (ill, 3-1Ö) we 
obtained the identity (with ijj(t) - (1 — t )"* )
ip(t) - 1 d_ (1-0
,2
^  <K£t )di
dC
= - t'i + I I t tRi [iR- 6 ( a ,  3 ) ] l ( a ,  8, 1-t, i) (2.9) 
a 3 p p
where J(*) is defined below III, 3.15. If we define D*[s] as 
the vector whose a-th element is given by
DJ [ l - s ]  = I Mi  h J\1 sR[iR-6(a, 3)]l(a, 3, s, i )  
a ifX al-3 0
then replacing t by S = 1 — t in (2.9)> summing over the measure 
b{i) , and using Fubini’s theorem (valid in view of (2.1, iii)), we 
obtain
B(S) - 1 = - X ' ( l - S )  + D * [ S ] (1-S ) . (2.10)
Since 0 < l{ • ) 5 —  ,
0 SZ>*[s] (l-se)32B(l)/3sa3sß
S \d2 I(l-Sg) , (2.11)
3
by (2.1, iii). It should be noted that with a little more work 
(a.f. the argument between (ill, 3.16) and (ill, 3*17)) we could 
show that D*[s] is identical to the quantity D[S ] in (1.10). 
The extra work was necessary in chapter III since it was required 
that the remainder E(s) satisfy both (ill, 3.17) and have the
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property t 5 S 3 E(t) ^ E(s) . The present remainder term does 
in fact have this "monotonicity" property, hut we do not require 
it.
To show that
l A’ O- F [l ) }  -  Y  [1-B{FJt  ) } ]  = o(n, p; F, B) , (2 .12)
r=0 r=0
we note that
i  [1-B{F (£ ) } ]
r=0
T  *'<1 -F p (*n)>
r=0
n-1
I
r=0 -a
5 ~  d0 I I (1 -F (l ) }2 2 _ L n L r,oiK nJ
from (2.11). It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that
n-1
I {1 -F a[ln)} - uaQ 1 logd+t'l) = o(n, p; F) , 
r=0 ’
i.e. we can choose {iV^ , <5^ } so that
n-1
l lU-F U)> s 20-V 1 log(l+t’l) 
r=0 a 5
for n > , F f # : 11 — pp j < 6^  . At the same time, we can
choose {N^ , 6^} so that, by (ill, 2.1),
I (1 -F [l }} < eL r,aK nJa
26~3b 1d2 log(l+t'1)
-1
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for r > , F 6 K : |l-Pp| < 6^ , and all n . For {H, 6}
defined as above, |l-Pp| < 6 implies
n-1 r
£ £ {i-F (£)}r=V+l U  r,a n _
n-1
l ^
r=N+1
26 3b~1d2 log(l+t'l)
-i-l
I 1-F [ I ) L t v .qlk nJ a
S z/d2 ,
so that
r=0
Y Hl-Fr(i„))
r=0
d. \ I {l-F (l ) } 2 2 L r ,olv nJv-0 kx + l£ >
and the first term can be made smaller than — £ for n 
sufficiently large and |l-pp| sufficiently small by (2.8). This 
concludes the proof of (2.12).
Given £ > 0 , 
can choose {N^9 6^} 
F k K : 11— p p I < 6 
and S f C , so that
let £* = min I t%3b/d logd+t'l )
by (ill, 2.1) so that for r > N ,
, 1 - F (s ) < £*/d , for a = 1, ... , r,a
by (2.10), (2.11) and (2.2),
We
k ,
1 - B{Fr (s)} £ A’0-Fr (s)) < e* . (2.13)
We can use (2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) to choose {N^ , 6^} so that
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for n > , F Z : I1-PpI < 6 , and r = 0, 1 , . .., N ,
1 - B{F (l }} 5 £* . (2.1*0
t k nJ
It is evident from (2.13) that (2.1*0 is in fact true for all r 
if n > and F (r. K is such that 11—Pp | < min (6^, 6 ) .
From (2.6), (2.7) and (2.12) we see that the difference 
n-1
between £ [l-H{F [t )}] and A'u$ log(l+t'l) is of order ■ 21 nr=0
o(n, p; F, B) . 'Hence for n (> W ) sufficiently large, and
F (r K with 11— Pp I (> min (6^, 6^}) sufficiently small 
(recalling (2.2) and lemma III, 3 (x)),
n~1 q
I [l-5{F (£ )}] < 2dQ 5b 1 logd+t'l) , (2.15)
r=0
and, from (1.17),
n\ log Btftt)} + t-B{Fp V n)}]
r=0 r=0
< 12
n-1
l
r=0
[l-B{Fr (£n)}]2/|
£ f  e*[l-B{Fr (£ )}] ,
r=0
both inequalities following from (2.1*0 ,
2 £ (2.16)
from (2.15) and the definition of £* . The successive 
approximations in (2.6), (2.7), (2.12) and (2.16), combined with
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(l.2), and the fact that (from III, 2.1) log{F ft l}1' = o(n, p; F) ,n
give
log pn 0> £n) + 1 logCl+t'l) = ofn, p; F, B) ,
or, equivalently,
Pn (i, ln) = (l+t’l) X'U,Q + o(n, p; F, B) . (2.17)
To show that theorem 2 is a consequence of (2.17), we first 
take a closer look at the distribution function T(£, x) , defined 
in section 1 of chapter III (p. 33). We consider k random 
variables 7^, . .., 7^ which satisfy
(i) PCq = v2 = . . .  = jg = 1 ,
(i i ) P [_V < x] = <
1 £-1 -n , . «~ Y ~ ^ e dr\ x > 0
x 5 0
The joint Laplace transform of V = (7^, •••, 7^}' is
5-10 r(5) n e
i+ l  *,aLn
i + I ta
Furthermore, the joint distribution function is easily seen to be 
given by
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P[V 5 x] = P 7, 5 min x 1 aa
T(x, O  , X ( P '
If theorem 2 is false, then there exists some ancestral 
vector i f X , and £ > 0 , and sequences (F^7-2^) c K , 
cz J such that p -* 1 as n->°°, but
sup |r(x, l )-F(x, n, F ^ ,  i}| > e ,7, ri
**r k
n = 1, 2, ... , (2.18)
where = X ' u ( F /<S ^  , and F(*) is the joint
distribution function of Z* , conditional on Z„ = i . Fromn 0
(2.1, ii), (2.2) and lemma III, 3 parts (Hi) and (x) ,
§2d^/d < < d^/Q^b , n = 1, 2, ... ,
so that there is a subsequence (n .} for which £ ■+ £* , say, asJ V
^  I 1  ^ n J  *. /  i  . -M  t  *n . + co ' For each t f i? , (l+t' 1 )
J (l+t'1 ) , and,
since this latter quantity is the Laplace transform of T(x, £*)
(as shown above), we must also have T x, 5. jP(x , £*) at
every point X ( P , by the continuity theorem. This is well 
known to imply (see, for example, Rao (1965))
sup
XtRf
X, I-T(X, £*) 
3
0 . (2.19)
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It follows from (2.17) that for the sequences ,
Pn .
0
i, l  I - (l+t'l)-5‘ n .
as n . -*■ 00 , for each t (• [0, °°) . The continuity theoremJ
implies
sup
)Xfi?
(«7 (»•)x, n., F " , B J , il v - T(x, 5*) 0 ,
which, combined with (2.19), gives
sup (»•) («0x, n F  J , 5 ^ i I - T x,  5n .
J
0 ,
which contradicts (2.18) and proves theorem 2.
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CHAPTER V
THE MOMENT STRUCTURE
1. Introduction
In this chapter we give recursions and asymptotic expressions
for some moments of both (Y ) and [Z ) . We define covarianceK yv K nJ
matrices for the offspring mechanism for 1 5 a, V, p 5 k :
32Fn _ . ( D
+ u)kav av ayv p(v ) = W  Xf a--  <$(v, p M - M Mk a;vp 3s 9s 5
and for the immigration mechanism the covariance matrix
(W) = + 5(v, p)X - A X  .vp 3s 3s 9 v v pv p
Except where otherwise indicated, we assume that these matrices 
are elementwise finite.
For two matrices
1—1IIÖc§‘ • • , m ; 3 = 1,. * • , n
1—1IIÖC0OQ ••, p ; 3 = 1».
we define the mp x nq Kronecker product (Marcus & Mine, 196A,
p. 8) as
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V ^12B ' • ^  B1In
A21S ^22B . An B 2 n
t a B Am2^ * . A Bmn
For any array (A). . . which has s ± 2 subscriptsV2
which each run from 1 through k , we define A (denoted by the
corresponding script capital) to be the k x 1 column vector 
consisting of the elements of A written in lexicographical 
order. For example, if s = k = 2 , then
A = [A±1 A12 A21 A22] .
It is easy to verify that when s = 2 {i.e. we have arrays 
A, B which are k x k matrices), if G = A'BA , then
G = (A' x A')B . (1.1)
In dealing with asymptotic means and covariances in the 
sequel, we will be concerned with
M' 0 
V M'xM'
where
I  = t v
(1.2)
(1.3)
and 0 denotes a zero matrix of order 2k x kd H is evidently
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reducible. Its spectrum is the union of the spectra of M and 
M x M , %. e. the eigenvalues of M and the products of all pairs. 
On the assumption that is primitive, we list some properties
of H :
If p < 1 , then the spectral radius of H is also p , and 
if the corresponding eigenvalues are given by
a ' H = pa' , Hb = pb ,
ithen these equations are satisfied by
u V
, b =
JpI-M ’ xM’ )_1Vv_
(1.10
If p > 1 , then the spectral radius of 
the corresponding eigenvalues are given by
H is' p^ and if
x ' H = p2x ' , Hy = p2y ,
then it is easy to verify that
"(p2I-M) V  ( u x u ) ' " o “
x = , y =
U xu _VX v_
Finally, if p = 1 , H will have two unit eigenvalues.
This means that it is more difficult to study the behaviour of 
YlH for large n . We shall therefore adopt a different approach
to the analysis of asymptotic moments in this critical case,
f Here, and in the rest of this chapter, we use the symbols 
0 and 1 to denote vectors of zeros and ones whose orders depend 
on context.
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2. The process without immigration
This section provides alternative, more general proofs of 
results due to Pollard (1966), who, working with Galton-Watson 
processes of a very simple form in a demographic context, showed 
that the mean, and the second and higher non-central moments of 
the successive generations of the process satisfy a linear 
recurrence relation. In addition, he observed that the linear 
coefficients remain unchanged if the second non-central moments 
are replaced by the corresponding central moments. The present 
approach, using p.g.f.’s, confirms these results for the most 
general process, and gives the coefficients of the recurrence 
relation in an explicit form which, in any practical situation, 
could be worked out easily by hand from the p.g.f.'s, for at least 
the first three moments. Furthermore, it is shown that the 
substitution of variances and covariances for second order 
non-central moments in the recursion can be accompanied by a 
similar change from third order non-central to central moments. 
Finally, asymptotic moments are considered.
If we denote the column vector of first moments of Y byn
, then it follows from the definition of the process that
E E[Y ] = M'd _ n = 1 , 2 , . . . .  (2.1)L n-1
Let us now consider the second moments of Yn If we denote by
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Var[*] the covariance matrix operator, then by definition.
vJ = E D „ I YJ E [ ^  ß I VJe [y y i , i w ^L n+l,a n+1,3 nJ L n+l,a L n+1,3 w
fvar [Y . n I Y j )n+1 1 nJ'aß
M’Y Y'M + I V 1n n u v n,v v "
(2.2)
Hence, taking expectations over Y ,
C* , 5 IIErr , 1 ^  Jll = M'C*M + y \l d . (2.3)n+1 L n+l,a n+±,3J n v n,v
or, in view of (1.3) and (2.1),
C* n = (M' x M1 )C* + V d . n+1 n = n (2.4)
The derivation of (2.3) is exactly that of Harris (1963, p. 37)» 
but we reproduce it here since we need to extend the technique 
later on. Equations (2.1) and (2.4) can be combined to give the 
linear recurrence relation
dn+1
C* n n+1
M' 0 dn
V M'xM' C*
_ n .
(2.5)
Furthermore, if we denote the covariance matrix of Y by C , 9 n ' , n
then by definition,
C = C* - d d' .n n n n
Substituting in (2.3), it follows from (2.1) that
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'n+1 M'C Mn v=l V»,v (2.6)
It is evident from inspection of (2.3) and (2.6) that the relation
(2.5) continues to hold if C* and C* are replaced by C ,,n+1 n n+1
and Cn
Next, we show that the recurrence relation (2.5) can be 
extended to include higher non-central moments without losing the 
linearity property. This phenomenon was originally pointed out by 
Pollard (1966 , sec.10). His approach assumes that the generating 
functions of the process are polynomials, although it can be
fmodified to include the case of infinite power series. The 
following derivation has the advantage of providing an explicit 
expression for each element of the multiplier matrix.
Firstly, we note that for r scalar random variables 
Z^, 5 with expectations y^, ..., y^ ,
TT z4.=l E TT (v v y9^=l
v
= E TT (V^i)^=l
+ l u-u- e TT (vuf) + •• + TT m, • (2.7)
i<0v 3 m,j i=l
Thus
t Pollard, J.H. (personal communication, 1969).
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r P
TT Y 4.1 I y' n+l,a. 1 n 4-=l t
- p rrr ii. -d  ^ I I vl ' n+l,a. n+l.a. 1 n
p
+ l Ei=l
y I y__ n+l,ou 1 » TTLJ*i y -d ^  I I yn+l,a. n+l,a.l 1 n  ^ 0 J
+ l £
i<j
' IYn+ljOu' n y _ IYn+lM. n 
3 -
rr
Lirt ,j
y -d MY n+l,a^ , n+l,a^J - n
+ ... + T T ei=l
y Yn+1,ou n_
k
I $u(p)y + y y y y m  T  (p ) +
V=1 V i vjv2 " V  n’V2 V i  v2
f 3I l ITTY \M M T,J*(p) +
i<3 vlv2v3 ^=1 n’V  V i  V j  V3
+ . . .  + I T T  {m  y ) ,L 1 v .a .  n*v. v, — v =^1 v  ^ ^1 p
where
Ti>- p r i(p) = E TT y, -a/ l9a. va. -< o II fD <C«7=1 k J «r,is
Taking expectations over Y , we obtain
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TT 7 iU  n+1>ai l X r ) d  + I l £v  n .\)  .v 5 b vxv2 y Yntv n,v, M $ (r) +v a. v.1 5 2J 1 i 2
I l £
i<j v1v2v3
3TT7
1=1 n^l
M M $ ,J(p +v a. v a. v1 ^ 2 j 3
+ . . . + l 1 [ M E L ' v . a .vn .. .v =^l  ^^1 r
TT 7l ' n,v . Lc/ = 1 J • (2.8)
If we denote by M (n) the column vector of all non-central 
moments of , up to and including the r-th , written in
lexicographical order, (e.g. M^Cn) = {d^ ! C*'}) , then it follows 
from (1.8) that
M (n+l) = H M (n) (2.9)
which is the required extension of the linear recurrence relation 
(2.4). It is apparent from (2.1) that = M' , and it can be
seen from (2.5) that
H2
M'
V
0
M ' x M '
(2.10)
For larger r , the elements of can be described as follows.
The i-th block on the diagonal is the i-th Kronecker power of 
M' . The top right hand corner consists entirely of zeros. The 
first k columns of H2 are extended for r = 3, 4, ... by the
third, fourth, ... central moments of written in
lexicographical order. The other components of , r = 3, 4, ...
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are not so easily described, but can be found from (2.8). So, for 
example, when r = 3 , (2.8) is
' 3 3 r )
T T ^  i
U  i n+1> %
= j( s ) d + y
v ala2a3 n ’v v^v2
rc*) I m
niviv2 i=l Vl°t
Vl ^ 2 J a a 
P q
l Ev V V 12 3
r 3 -i 3
T T  Y T T  M-1 1 n,v 1 14 > 1  ’ 1 i iv .a
(2.11)
where the integers p and q are chosen such that 
{£, p, <?) = (I, 2, 3l , and
fS )
1 2  3
3 r 'i
= 0 >  = E TT
i=i
yn -M x
1 1,ai voy
= e1 0 V
Thus
M* 0
V - ■vk M'xM'
sr- ■sk B M'xM'xM
3 2where the k * k matrix B can be described as follows: if
3 = a (fc2-l) + a^ik-l) + , and p = {k-l)^ + v2
(o 5 c^, a2, a3, v2 5 k) , then
3d y m“ v a .t I t v , ^ 2;a ap
Alternatively, we can express B as a sum of matrices, as follows
denote by V  ^ the 3-th column of V . ThenJ a a
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B = M ' x V + V x M ’ +
M ' xrj- M ' xy^
M' xyk fvj'1 2
M ' x7
M ' XV‘
We shall now show that, contrary to the assertion of Pollard 
(1966),. just as (2.5) continues to hold when the non-central 
second moments are replaced by the elements of the covariance 
matrices, so, when r = 3 , (2.9) continues to hold if M !^ {n) is
replaced by 'd1 (n) = {d^ ! ! T^} , with a parallel change for
M (n+l) , where
(T ) = E ^nJ QL^QL^QL^ 1TT H -dn,ou n,ouj_
To show this, we note from (2.7) and (2.1l) that
"^n+l^ o^ o^ a  ^ . ^ n,v
V 2
V V V1 2 3
r 3fC ) +d d1 nJ\) v n,\) n,x> 1 Mu \) r v W• -1 V u c  •t=i 1 ^ x .u ««7 b
3 3(T ) + y d (c ) + TT dv n;v u  u .L_ n,v.v n;v.v„ L ' w,v.1 2 3  t=l t j b i=l & [ M' v .a .t=l t %
3 3
^n+l,a. ^ n+l^a .a« I J ^n+l,a.t=l t j b t=l t
Hence, from (2.l) and (2.6)
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T n + l h ^ o ^  I (SJ a l 0i2a3dn,v +  ^ ^ V 2 J x ^ a . a  . a .  
3 t
+ I  fT ) TT m  • ( 2 .1 2L  ^ n ' vnv0v0 1 ‘ v . a .  v v v 1 2 3  ^=l  ^ t.
T his  e q u a t i o n  d i f f e r s  from ( 2 . 1 l )  o n ly  inasm uch a s  t h e  n o n - c r i t i c a l  
second  and t h i r d  moments o f  (Y ) have  b een  r e p l a c e d  by th e
c o r r e s p o n d in g  c e n t r a l  moments. T h is  im p l i e s  t h a t  t h e  change from 
M^(*) t o  N (^*) i n  (2 . 9 ) i s  v a l i d ,  as  a s s e r t e d .
T h is  b e h a v io u r  does  n o t  o c c u r  when r > 3 , how ever ,  as can 
be v e r i f i e d  by w ork ing  a lo n g  t h e  above l i n e s .  We do n o t  p e r fo rm  
th e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  h e r e ,  s i n c e  t h e y  a r e  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  and t e d i o u s .
We c o n c lu d e  t h i s  s e c t i o n  by showing t h a t  r e s u l t s  g iv e n  by
P o l l a r d  ( 1 9 6 6 , eq .  8 and s e c t i o n  6 ) c o n c e r n in g  t h e  a s y m p to t ic
b e h a v io u r  o f  t h e  f i r s t  and seco n d  moments o f  Y a r e  v a l i d ,  w i thn
a s h a r p e r  o r d e r  t e r m ,  i n  t h e  g e n e r a l  c a s e ,  and g iv e  a b r i e f  a c c o u n t  
o f  some o t h e r  r e l e v a n t  r e s u l t s .  A l th o u g h  t h e  r e c u r s i o n  r e s u l t  
( 2 .5 )  r e q u i r e d  o n ly  t h e  a s su m p t io n  t h a t  V. be e le m e n tw is e  f i n i t e ,  
we s h a l l  need  t o  make t h e  f u r t h e r  a s s u m p t io n ,  f o r  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h i s  
s e c t i o n ,  t h a t  M i s  p r i m i t i v e .  In  t h i s  way, we can employ th e
Yl
r e s u l t s  c o n c e r n in g  t h e  b e h a v io u r  o f  H g iv e n  i n  s e c t i o n  1 . We 
d e n o te  by 0 a number i n  (0 ,  l )  . I t s  a c t u a l  v a lu e  may d i f f e r  
from  one e q u a t i o n  t o  t h e  n e x t .
The r e s u l t s  we s e e k  h in g e  on i t e r a t i o n  o f  (2 . 5 ) ,  w h ic h ,  
r e p l a c i n g  C* by C , n+1 by  n , and r e c a l l i n g  ( 1 . 2 ) ,  g iv e s
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d rd  1n 0
□=11
C cn_ _ 0_
(2.13)
In the light of the remarks in section 1, we consider three cases
(i)- p < 1 : Using (1.1+) and a Jordan decomposition of H ,
we find
-n
d v u 'n
Cn { p I - M ' x M ' r U v u ’
d + 1.0(0»)
(ii) p > 1 : Iteration of (2.1), together with an appeal to
a spectral decomposition, gives, as in the suhcritical case,
p = v u ' d Q + 1.0(dn) .
Second moments may be found from (2.13); a similar line of 
reasoning to the one above, using (1.5)» yields
P-2X  = (vxv) (u'xu'){v(p2I-M'}-Vc0} + • (2.14)
It follows from Kesten and Stigum (1966 a) that, under the present 
conditions {i.e. V_ elementwise finite and M primitive), if
• ~ Y lYq = i (r. X , then p tends almost surely to WV , where w
has the properties mentioned in section II, 2; in particular
E[w] = U'i .
From the functional equations at (2.26) and (2.27) in Kesten and
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Stigum (1966 a), 'by differentiation, and by use of Fatou's lemma 
on (2.11+),
Var[w] = (u* x u')l(p2I-M'}'1i • (2.15)
(iii) p = 1 : As mentioned in section 1, H will have 
two unit eigenvalues in this case. We therefore adopt a different 
approach. Iteration of (2.1) gives
d = M ' ” dn 0
= vu'dQ + 1 .o(en ) . (2.16)
From (l.l) and (2.6) we obtain
C = (M'xM') C + Vd ,n n-1 —  n-1
(M' x M ’ )nC + I (M* x M ’ )J’ ‘‘•Vd • ,u -=1 ”
by iteration. Thus, using (2.16), and the geometric convergence 
of (M' x M» to its limit,
n .C = (M1 x M' )nC + I (M1 x M ' p V v u ’d + 1.0(1)
j=1
Finally, it follows from (3.19) below that
n~1C = (v x v)(u' x u')V vu'd. + 1.0n = o (2.17)
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3. The process with immigration
To obtain a recurrence relation for the moments of Z ,n
ve first note that it is evident from the definition of the 
process that
If we denote by Var[*] the covariance matrix operator, and by
Writing the covariance matrix of Z as A , we have byn n
definition - p^p^ , and it follows from (3.2) and (3.3)
that
E[Z _ I Z 1 = M'Z + A .L n+1 1 nJ n (3.1)
Taking expectations over ,
(3.2)
A* the matrix n , then
from (3.1), so that, taking expectations over Z^ ,
k
A* = M'A*M + Ap'M + M'p X' + XX' + 7 V p + W . (3.3)n+1 n rn vn “
(3. A)
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or, in view of (.1.1) and (1.3),
An+l = (M- x M')An + Vpn + W . (3.5)
Combining (3.2) and (3*5),
Pft+l Pn V
= H +
A n A wn+l_ n
This result was previously given by Pollard (1966) under certain 
restrictive conditions on the offspring p.g.f. . Iteration of
(3.6) gives (writing n for n + l)
= wn
V n-1
♦ I
A
An A o
r=0 W_
(3.7)
Thus as in the last section, the asymptotic behaviour of 
and depends essentially on that of Hn . We again
consider three cases:
(i) The spectral radius of M is r < 1 : In this 
case, the spectral radius of H will also be r , so that I - H 
is non-singular. It follows from (3.7) that
P " rn ^o
1
0 A
= Hn + {I-H )-1 (I-Hn )
A_ n A o. W_
(I-H) -1
(3.8)
+ 1.0 [rn) , (3.9)
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as can be verified from a Jordan decomposition of H .
to
It is a simple matter to show that (3.9) is equivalent
d - M ’) 1 0
J I - M ’xM’ r b d - M ’ F 1 (i-m’xm1 ri + 1 0[rn) . (3-10)
Note that (3.10) involves only the second moment 
conditions given in section 1. If we assume further that M is 
primitive and 5(0) < 1 , then theorem II.1 assures us of the 
existence of a limiting distribution for (Z^ ) . Use of Fatou's
lemma on (3*10) indicates that the first and second moments of 
this distribution are finite, and it can be verified by taking 
partial derivatives of (II, 1.12) (p. l6) at S = 1 that they are 
given by the limit of (3.10).
(ii) M is primitive, p > 1 : Bearing in mind the
remarks in section 1, we can use a spectral decomposition argument
tto show that there is a constant K < 00 such that
(p PMP-uv') a3 < KQ
for 1 5 a , 3 < . It follows that
(3.11)
has the same interpretation in this as in the previous
section.
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rn-1
I
Vp=o
y P- V  - -i- uv'
L p-1 < kq n[i + ep + ... + (ep)n_1) +aß
V bp
p-i
-n
0{ nn) (3.12)
for some ri f (0, l) .
Now, iteration of (3*2) gives (with n for l)
p = M'V + y M’rX ,
n 0 r=0
so that, using (3.11) and (3.12),
P nD = VI I 'rn
p + ---p-1 + 1 .o(en)
(3.13)
(3•lU)
Application of the above sort of argument to (3.7) gives (bearing 
in mind (1.5))
p " rn V
+ p1 yx1
p -iA
= yx'
wn L °J
+ l o(en) ,
and then, from (1.5),
= (V xv ) (u ’ X u’ ) l ( p 2I-M ') 1 , u ' X u'
oQ.
1
+ 19
1----------
f<
O
■<,
i
i—11JCl '• ~l 
3
+ l o(en) .
(3.15)
We remark that if 5(0) = 1 , (3.15) is equivalent to (2.1^ 4 )•
If we assume that = i £ X is fixed, then with the
present moment conditions (M primitive, second moments finite)
we know from theorem II.2 that p Z tends almost surely to an
limiting random vector, the mean of which is
vu i + P-i
We remark briefly that we can decompose Z^ as
z = y + z(0)n n n
where (Y^) is an ordinary process, with Yq = i , and Z^^J
is a process with immigration, with Z^^ = 0 . We already have
at (2.15) an equation for the variance associated with the limit
of p nY . In addition, it is possible to imitate the single-type n
argument in Seneta (1970 a) to derive a functional equation for the
__ Yi ( 0 )Laplace transform of lim p Z , and then by considering itsn
second partial derivatives, and using Fatou's lemma on (3.15)» it 
is possible to verify that the covariance matrix of the almost
sure limit of p nZ is given by the limit of (3-15) (withn
p0 ■ 1> •
(iii) M is 'primitive and p = 1 . It follows from (3-ll)
that
V. 3 1Q5
(3.16}
so that, from (3.13)
n =  v u ' A  + 1 0 -  .n_ (3.17)
This equation holds with only the assumptions of bounded first 
moments and primitivity of M . If in addition the offspring second
tends in law to a gamma distribution, and it can readily be 
checked that the mean vector is given by the limit of (3-17)•
If we now reimpose the second-moment assumptions of section 
1, and maintain the assumption that M is primitive, then we can 
obtain the second-moment analogue of (3.17)» as follows. Writing 
N for M' x M' , iteration of (3.5)» with n for n + 1 , gives
moment measure Qc < 00 , then theorem IV.1 indicates that n ±lF n
(3.18)
The analogue of (3.16) for N is easily seen to be
Using this and (3.17)» it is not difficult to show that
V . 3 io6
Furthermore, the analogue of (3-ll) for N implies the existence
of some < 00 and some 0 < 1 such that for each {a, 3) ,
-2 n-1I HN^-Cv x v)(u’ x uf )}
r=0 a3
o n-1— X r* V< n I vK 0 
r=0 ^
- K2n-2 0
(1- 0 )'
0[n ) ,
so that, using (3.19) again,
-2 n v 1n I (n-r)N = (v x v)(u' x u') 
r=0
"l - Step) + (n-1)
2 n
f-(.V x v ) (u1 x u')[l + 0(n 1)] . (3.21)
Applying (3.19)-(3•21) to (3.18) gives
n~2A = ^-(v x v)(u' x u' )V v u ' A  + 1 ofn 1 ) . n 2 = K J (3.22)
As usual, it is straightforward to check that the limiting (gamma) 
distribution of n (which assuredly exists under the present
conditions) has its covariance matrix given by the limit of (3-22)
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